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 The Nation and Its Citizens:

 Of Identity, Property

 and Other Forms of Tyranny

 Sukumar Muralidharan

 In rounding off an account of nations and nationalism, the historian E.J.
 Hobsbawm refers to Hegel's nineteenth-century dictum that the owl of
 Minerva which brings wisdom, flies out at dusk. This maxim summarises
 a broader Hegelian observation on the nature of philosophical activity.
 Philosophy is the 'thought of the world', said the Germanic sage who has
 earned renown from the deference Karl Marx showed him in later years,
 though always with the proviso that his perception of reality was decidedly

 mixed-up. This is not to be confused with the thinking of contingent and

 mortal beings, but of the world itself. And the remarkable quality of this

 variety of thought is that it 'does not appear until reality has completed its

 formative process'.

 These mystifying utterances, when read with some rigour, imply that

 philosophical thinking always falls short of the practical tasks humanity may

 face. To parse the twelfth of Marx's Theses on Feuerbach, philosophers inter

 pret the world in diverse ways but never quite address their true purpose of

 changing it. In Hegel's imagination, the theoretical knowledge to transform

 the world is achieved only post facto, well after 'reality' has acquired its final

 contours. 'Philosophy' then emerges full-blown, as the knowledge that made
 'reality' possible.

 With the 'owl of Minerva' circling the nation-state, Hobsbawm suggests

 that nationalism has completed its formative process, exhausted its energy as

 a historical force.1 It is further implied in Hegel's locutions that scholarship

 only catches up with phenomena at a time when it is too late to be of rel
 evance, as when nationalism has completed its life-cycle as a force of history.

 As long as it is a live force, nationalism remains a complex mix of emotions,

 a tug at the heart, a call to action and an invitation to suspend rational think

 ing. In all these guises, it eludes an accurate characterisation.

 In his foreword to the second edition of a ground-breaking work on the

 nation as an 'imagined community', Benedict Anderson observes that the
 years since 1983, when his book first appeared, have witnessed an explosion

 of theoretical work on nationalism.2 Indeed, the aggregation of all earlier
 scholarship on nationalism, he says, just does not match the post-1980s
 literature, in insight and authenticity. The point is incontestable, though
 with an important proviso: scholarship on nationalism, perhaps because the

 subject is so emotionally fraught, does allow, despite its abundance, for wildly

 divergent interpretations and seriously miscued forecasts.
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 £2 Hobsbawm's 1990 pronouncement that nationalism as a vector of his
 ® toric change, for all its glorious pasts, has few presents and no futures, was

 £5 received with respect, but regarded in some quarters as premature, even
 -Q rather reckless. Within months of its publication, a new wave of ethnic
 u and cultural assertion was wreaking havoc with the mosaic of nation-states

 seemingly cast in stone in the decades following the global imperialist con

 Jj3 flagration, now called the Second World War. And yet, Hobsbawm's work
 £ on nationalism continues to be recognised, almost a quarter-century since

 it was published, as authoritative, indeed invaluable.3

 Evidently, Hobsbawm had another phase of nationalism in mind, when

 small was disdained and people looked for solidarity in larger units, when
 no ethnicity or culture seemed so valuable as to merit protection against
 the larger imperative of assimilation within expanding units. Nationalism
 was, on the terrain of political ideology and practice, a phenomenon
 attendant to industrialisation processes that in the late nineteenth century

 broke down barriers between traditional communities, creating economic
 aggregations of widening expanse. Yet 'nation formation' was no tranquil
 path, but a violent and often bloody process of suppression of ethnic and
 cultural diversity, which enabled one dominant 'national culture' to emerge

 through an agreement amongst the 'national elite'.

 Suppressed cultures, to the extent they retained a distinct identity - or

 managed to preserve historical memories of freedom and autonomy -
 emerged anew in the early part of the twentieth century, generating numer
 ous stresses beneath the placid surface of late-Victorian bourgeois society,

 propelling the world towards the catastrophe of the First World War. The
 unravelling of four large multi-ethnic empires in the War - the Habsburgs,
 Hohenzollerns, Romanovs and Ottomans - did not lead to a settled new
 order of nation-states committed to mutual respect and peaceful coexis
 tence. That had to await the global cataclysm of the Second World War, and

 the brief period of concord that followed. In the most optimistic estima
 tion, the interlude of peace was no more than four decades, though realistic

 observers argue that fighting over nationalities and their borders has really

 not stopped since 1945. Early phases in the fighting had a strong ideological

 component, as popular democratic stirrings merged with the recovery of
 older (and imagined) cultural solidarities in asserting a distinct nationhood

 claim. But once decolonisation as a project was completed by the 1980s,
 with notable exceptions in Southern Africa and Palestine, a reverse dynamic

 came into play, as supposedly primordial loyalties were summoned up
 and proclaimed to be at risk, pitting smaller identities denied the status of

 nationhood against the hegemonic claims of the larger 'nation'.4

 The Nation as Primordial Solidarity
 These aspects compel an examination afresh, of the thesis that Hobsbawm
 advances on the modernity of the nation and its foundation in mass indus
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 The Nation and Its Citizens

 trial society, independent of prior forms of human solidarity. He concedes

 the propaganda value of primordial attachments, but dismisses their sub
 stantive impact on nation formation. What is deemed an original identity
 is invariably discovered, on closer examination, to be an artefact of moder

 nity. This seems a convincing case. Yet the resurgence of primordial claims
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 in political mobilisation since these prognoses compels an effort at deeper £L
 understanding. Politics tends to treat identity as 'innate' and argue from §=
 there on, that 'nationhood' is a characteristic that cannot be erased. The n

 alternative perspective is simply that 'innatism' is a construct of modernity, 3
 a consequence of the coercive nature of nation-building. Identity in fact, is
 a matter of individual choice.5

 To take up the innatism argument, the nation-state is seen at a popular

 level - and in some circles of scholarship - as an immutable part of an indi

 vidual being, with an almost axiomatic claim to his loyalty. In part, this per

 ception arises because the nation-state has over the last two centuries been

 the agency of an enormous transformation for the better in certain territo

 ries on the world map.6 This reading needs to be moderated, minimally, by

 the recognition that multiple tensions continue to fester within the nations

 that emerged from colonialism. The declaration of undying fealty may seem

 well-placed in western social formations, which were the first to constitute
 themselves into 'nation-states'. But for several outside that rather confined

 environment - particularly for societies that suffered conquest and coloni

 sation as nationalism spread in the West - the nation-state was seen as an
 oppressive superstructure, a denial of identity and liberty.

 Anthony D. Smith, a particularly consistent advocate of the case for the

 nation-state, argues that it will remain indispensable as a form of political
 organisation into the foreseeable future, because it reflects a prior form of

 solidarity. 'If nations are modern, at least as mass phenomena', he argues,
 'they owe much of their present form and character to pre-existing ethnic
 ties which stemmed from earlier ethnies in the relevant area'. Smith con

 cedes that 'many earlier ethnies disappeared, or were absorbed by others or
 dissolved into separate parts'. Yet, 'some ethnic ties have survived from pre

 modern periods, among at least some segments of given populations, and
 these have often become the bases for the formation of latter-day nations
 and nationalist movements'.7

 Nationalism, says Smith, has indeed generated 'widespread terror and
 destruction'. Yet 'the nation and nationalism' enjoy a unique status as 'the
 only realistic socio-cultural framework for a modern world order'. There
 are no 'rivals' today for nationalism as a doctrine that satisfies the indi
 vidual need for 'cultural fulfilment, rootedness, security and fraternity'.
 Nations 'are linked by the chains of memory, myth and symbol, to that
 widespread and enduring type of community, the ethnie, and this is what

 gives them their unique character and their profound hold over the feelings
 and imaginations of so many people'. 5
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 Smith's conclusions are sharply different from Hobsbawm's. He
 brands it a 'folly' to 'predict an early supersession of nationalism and an
 imminent transcendence of the nation'. A global cosmopolitanism would
 clearly be 'unable to offer the qualities of collective faith, dignity and hope

 <u
 -O
 O

 u that only a 'religious surrogate', with its promise of a territorial culture
 community across the generations, can provide'. Beyond the obvious eco

 jjj nomic and political benefits, 'ethnic nationalism' promises 'collective but
 E terrestrial immortality', a unique and undeniable sense of anchorage that

 2^ would ensure the sustenance of a multiplicity of 'national states' and also
 $ 'renew' the many ethnic minorities that otherwise would seem 'doomed in

 an era of technological uniformity and corporate efficiency'.8

 — In Smith's arresting description, the 'nation' is the focus of collective
 o* loyalty because of its unique property of permitting finite human beings to
 o reconcile their brief presence on the planet with the immortality - by no
 Z means assured, but probable - of a wider network of human relationships.
 _ It creates a sense of finite human endeavours sustaining a territorial entity
 T with an assured after-life. Nationalism as an ideology has this 'ability to
 ;> satisfy a more general craving for immortality', which has enabled it 'to

 ally itself with world religions', and in other contexts, 'to substitute itself

 for crumbling traditions'. Nationalism in essence, becomes a surrogate for

 religion and the nation in turn, 'a continuation, but also a transformation,

 of pre-modern ethno-religious community'.9
 Smith's hymn of praise for ethnicity fails to account for the imperma

 nence and fallibility of memory, for the ease with which mythology and
 symbolism secure a place in human understanding where direct experience

 is lacking and memory fails. To turn his metaphor around: it could be asked

 how durable the 'chains of memory, myth and symbol' are, in binding a
 nation together. How well-grounded are they in historical fact, as opposed
 to nationalist mythology? And how well will they stand up against the asser

 tion of popular rights: hypothetically granted under most national consti

 tutions, but frequently and actively violated in the name of the 'nation'.

 When Hobsbawm argues that nationalism as a political project has
 been heavily infused with elements of 'artefact, invention and social engi
 neering', he is looking at the empirical evidence of several years. And his
 inquiries into the two-centuries-and-a-quarter in which nationalism has
 been the dominant global political project fails to reveal a consistent stan
 dard for the constitution of nations. Neither language nor religion nor eth

 nicity, he affirms, can be deemed a stable foundation for the solidarities in

 which nations are forged. A nation is assembled from various components,
 some of them the creation of contingent political circumstances. What pro

 vides substance and stability to this aggregation is a people's historic sense

 of belonging in a stable political formation. Clearly, this is a proposition
 that is perilously close to tautology: a nation is a nation, because it is one.

 6 The origins of nationalism are often ascribed to the French Revolution,
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 though it could also be argued - in keeping with the infinite flexibility of the

 concept - that nationalism as political ideology was forged in the crucible
 of conflict in the nineteenth century. Just as certain territorial units, with

 imagined solidarities of identity, were raised to seeming immortality in
 these periods of conflict, others were made brutally aware of their mortal,

 contingent existence on the face of the earth.

 The Nation in the Literary Imagination
 These are realities of history better preserved in the literary, rather than

 scholarly corpus. Perhaps no better chronicle exists of the fraught atmo
 sphere of inter-war Europe, with its profusion of self-inflicted wounds
 and the rivalries of ethnic groups contesting ferociously for 'living space',

 than Gunter Grass's The Tin Drum, the story of a boy, Oskar Matzerath,
 who never grows up, but still narrates a family history of great complex
 ity. Oskar's grandfather, a factory-worker fiercely loyal to the cause of the

 Polish nation, is a briefly featured, though key player in the tale. The Polish

 nation, for Oskar's grandfather, seemed consistent with his own self-esti
 mation as a man of Kashubian identity, which then stood in a state of sus

 pension, unlikely to gain recognition and compelled to choose from among

 the larger nationalities. Circumstances seemed to push Oskar's grandfather

 towards choosing the German nationality but this was in his perception,
 too distant from his own self-image, to be a comfortable mooring. The
 consequential Germanic hostility was visited on him by an employer who
 made an eloquent comment, though wordless, on his choice of national
 identity by smashing the slats of a fence, painted in the bicolour of red and
 white - the Polish national colours - on his back. Oskar's grandfather had
 his vengeance by burning down the factory. And that did not quite exhaust
 his nationalist fury. For the following few days in West Prussia, 'sawmills

 and woodlots provided fuel for a blazing bicoloured national sentiment'.10

 Oskar's grandfather then fled the scene of his nationalistic arson to
 adopt the identity of a deceased individual who had slipped between the
 cracks of the bureaucratic procedures - essential to the nation state - of
 birth and death registration. He survived on this subterfuge for a while, but

 when discovered near a pier on the Baltic coast, chose to evade arrest by
 entrusting his fortunes to the deep currents of the sea. He escaped seizure

 by forces of the law but was not seen since. And in that state of indetermi

 nacy, several beliefs evolved: that he had simply drowned, that he had found

 a friendly underwater current that transported him to safety, and subse
 quently had put together the means to migrate to American shores. With all

 planning happened well before Oskar was born, he inherited three different
 notions of his grandfather's nationality: Kashubian, Polish and American.

 Over time, the Polish and Kashubian loyalties were reduced to a
 minimal strain. At the baptism of a child, putatively Oskar's son, his grand

 mother produces from within the capacious folds of her clothing, a goose as

 *
 c
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 22 proud as could be found. She responds to remonstrance all around that she
 ° need not have taken the trouble, with a powerful affirmation of the bird's
 j¡j virtue: 'She's a Kashubian goose. She's a German national bird and tastes
 -Q just like before the war'. With that, in Oskar's narration of his identity and
 u origin, 'all problems of nationality' for the newborn child 'were solved',
 y Staying with the literary imagination, Milan Kundera identifies two
 j3 kinds of historic nations, which could in shorthand (though with some
 £j imprecision) be called the large and the small. It is a typology that is starkly

 represented in the Munich conference of 1938, when a cabal of great powers

 determined 'the fate of a small nation to whom they denied the very right

 to peak'. There are, says Kundera, nations that are 'seated in the negotiat
 ing chambers' and those 'who wait all night in the antechambers' to be told
 what fate is in store for them.

 What distinguishes the two types is something far deeper than the
 quantitative criterion of the number of their inhabitants'. There are some

 nations for which 'existence is not a self-evident certainty but always a
 question, a wager, a risk', since 'they are on the defensive against History'.

 Kundera uses 'history', capitalised and reified, with deliberate intent.
 Ordinary people are not agents and creators of 'history' in this narration,

 but victims of 'History' as conjured up by those who believe they have the

 right to determine the destinies of others. This reified 'History' is a force

 that is bigger than the people - 'it does not take them into consideration,
 does not even notice them'. There are as many Spaniards as there are Poles.

 But Spain is a nation that has never faced an existential threat, whereas 'his

 tory has taught the Poles what it means not to exist'.11
 The Poles, as also other central European cultures, were victims in

 Kundera's reading, of the 'provincialism of large nations'. This seemingly
 self-contradictory phrase captures an experienced reality: the 'inability (or
 the refusal) to imagine one's culture in the larger context. For cultures that

 saw themselves through the window of Vienna, the capital of the Austro
 Hungarian empire, the larger context of the nation was Mitteleuropa (or
 'Middle Europe'), a vast expanse of Germanic culture. But for people seek

 ing to retrieve their cultures from Germanic hegemony, central Europe was

 manifest in its baroque architecture, its music and the obduracy with which

 the lyricism of its novels resisted the 'realist' idiom. Culture though, fell
 victim here to the provincialism of small nations, or the 'inability to see it

 in the larger context'. Cultural products became zealously guarded symbols
 of national pride and the effort to read them in a context of universal mean

 ing was often seen as treason. Kundera characterises this political tendency
 as 'small context terrorism'. 'The nineteenth century', he writes, 'set off

 patriotism in all those peoples who refused to let themselves be assimilated'

 to the hegemonic German culture. And yet, it was a long way before they
 became secure in their cultural moorings.12

 While creating internal solidarities, nationalism also engendered in
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 certain situations, a sense of alienation among those brought into the fold ^
 against their will. In countries of mixed ethnic and linguistic composition,

 there are groups that see themselves as a nation without a State. In seeking

 to assert their identity, they challenge the sovereign State, often drawing a

 coercive response that seeks to preserve the nation-state's territoriality, at

 the expense if necessary, of agreed covenants on human rights and liberties.

 There was perhaps a time when elite sections in the smaller nationalities

 accepted imminent demise as their destiny, when they recognised the need

 for assimilation into larger units as a matter of pragmatic choice. There
 was no identity so deeply held and valuable, that could not be submerged
 in a larger community of language and culture. The choice was to be deter

 mined by a simple calculation premised on the imperative needs of human

 'progress': insistence on cultural uniqueness and separateness, or absorp
 tion on mutually agreed terms into a larger cultural unit. 'Progress' in the

 late nineteenth century was a reified notion, which spoke of the imperatives

 of transcending the mortal existence of man and the contingent nature of

 the culture he was born into. And with Darwin being a pervasive influence,

 the extinction of smaller cultures was viewed as naturally ordained, a neces

 sary and not particularly regrettable concomitant of 'progress'.
 Hobsbawm describes how mainstream liberals like John Stuart Mill

 and left-wing radicals like Friedrich Engels, looked with complete equa
 nimity at the prospective demise of smaller cultures that had not attained

 the hallowed status of 'nations'. This is a posture for which Engels has in
 particular, suffered much posthumous excoriation. In terms of historical
 context though, the contemporary perception of Engels as an unrecon
 structed German chauvinist, is seriously askew, since his view was 'shared
 by every impartial mid-nineteenth century observer'. It was accepted, 'even

 by people far from hostile to national liberation in principle, or practice'
 that some 'small nationalities and languages had no independent future'.

 Karl Kautsky, a prominent leader and theoretician of the second gen
 eration of Marxism - and principal protagonist of a bitter split with Lenin
 over working class participation in the First World War - himself had few

 illusions about the survival of the Czech nation, which he belonged to by
 circumstances of birth: 'National languages will be increasingly confined to

 domestic use, and even there they will tend to be treated like an old piece

 of inherited family furniture, something that we treat with veneration even

 though it has not much practical use'.13

 A choice is involved in separating the nationalities that truly deserve
 that honour from those that should be administered their last rites. In any

 kind of political milieu that claims the title of a democracy, that choice
 would be exercised by that nebulously defined entity, known as 'the people'.

 But there are obviously certain people whose opinion counts for more.
 There are some who sit on a higher pedestal. And in particular historical
 contexts, there are people of particular ethnicities and cultures who believe
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 22 they bear the mandate of human progress and can determine questions of
 ° life and death for lesser beings.
 j¡3 No manner of consensus has emerged either at the doctrinal or practi
 -0 cal level, in all of recorded history, to separate the cultures that have the
 t! claim to nationality and those that have to just accept extinction or assimi
 ^ lation. History often writes retrospective judgments repudiating decisions

 jy made in earlier junctures. Illustratively: when the Czech people obtained a
 £ state of their own that was relatively stable, even if it was a political space

 2^ shared in uncomfortable cohabitation with the culturally distinct Slovaks,
 $ a retrospective judgment on history was exercised, rendering Franz Kafka a
 -- Czech writer. Yet as Kundera points out, Kafka never was anything of that
 — sort. His entire body of work is in German and he was by his own lights, a
 O" person of the German culture. Indeed, he contemplated the smaller litera
 ls tures in Yiddish and Czech, where he should have belonged by reasons of
 Z origin or identity, with distinctly ambivalent feelings, remarking that these
 _ often provided smaller nations with an anchorage 'in the face of a hostile
 T surrounding world'. This was the kind of relationship, he observed, that
 £ facilitated 'literature's diffusion throughout the country where it binds with

 political slogans'.14

 The Euthanasia of'Small' Cultures

 Some nationalist slogans were lost in the din. Walter Bagehot, the nine
 teenth century theorist and ideologue of the rising British industrial bour

 geoisie, thought nations 'as old as history'. Yet he was not quite sure how
 they were defined: 'We know what it is when you do not ask us, but we
 cannot very quickly explain or define it'. In this zone of distraction or indif

 ference, where the liberal sensibility chose not to venture, some nations
 emerged with a strong sense of internal cohesion and an ideological belief
 in their historic destiny, while others remained relegated to the second
 rung, vulnerable to unsubtle coercion, their members insecure in their
 awareness of citizenship rights and subject always to pressures both overt
 and covert, to shed their identities.

 No consistent standards could be evolved in international relations,

 since such would have been contrary to the unstated interests of the more

 influential nations. Historically, Hobsbawm remarks, despite the 'claims of

 those who belong to it that (the nation) is in some ways primary and fun
 damental for the social existence, or even the individual identification, of its

 members, no satisfactory criterion can be discovered for deciding which of

 the many human collectivities should be labelled in this way'.15

 What is, looking back from the vantage point of the early-twenty-first

 century, an academic inquiry, was for those living through the turbulence
 of the times, a matter of political urgency, the difference indeed, between

 existence and its opposite. With many contemporary politicians convinced
 10 that 'lesser' cultures would as a matter of Darwinian necessity, assimilate or
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 perish, great acrimony was inevitable over who would make the choice and

 how. Which were the cultures that qualified for the status of nationhood c"
 and which were those that did not make the cut? The posture anybody took 3

 was likely to be strongly influenced by where he or she came from. Not ^
 many would have been at ease with the lofty cosmopolitanism of a Kautsky c
 who proposed the euthanasia of the culture he was born into. For most oth

 ers, the language and the culture of primary socialisation, was something §=

 worth defending even at the cost of life itself. g
 The bitterness and rancour of thwarted cultural ambitions became 3

 especially acute in the years preceding the First World War, and provided

 the context in which Lenin intervened repeatedly and decisively. Tsarist
 Russia then oversaw the destinies of a mass of nationalities and - as

 Lenin pointed out - no more than 45 per cent of the Russian empire was
 composed of the 'Russian nation'. It was a circumstance under which the
 preservation of the 'right to self-determination' of nations was an absolute

 necessity - in Lenin's view, this was no more than an affirmation of'social

 ist freedom', which was for him, another way of saying human freedom.

 At the same time, the working classes that Lenin addressed were
 warned not to be led their commitment to self-determination, into acqui
 escence in the 'nationalistic slogans' and appeals of 'their own bourgeoisie'.
 The nationalist bourgeoisie would use this 'saccharine' appeal to 'divide
 the proletariat and divert its attention' from their own intrigues, as 'they

 enter into an economic and political alliance with the bourgeoisie of other

 nations and with the tsarist monarchy'.
 Lenin identified two nations - Finns and Poles - which in the Russian

 situation met all the requisites for constituting themselves into autono
 mous states. Yet the bourgeoisie of both these nations were reluctant to
 exercise their rights and inclined rather, to 'reject the revolutionary struggle

 for liberty and seek a rapprochement with the ruling classes of Russia and

 with the Tsarist monarchy because of their fear of the revolutionary prole
 tariat of Finland and Poland'.16

 Assimilation was the ideological slogan of a weakly developed national
 bourgeoisie anxious about the revolutionary threat from the working
 classes. But the socialist program also made the case for the supersession,
 or transcendence, of national identities in a revolutionary sense. While
 upholding the right to maintain a separate identity and political status in an

 autonomous state, the socialist program involved opposition to the separat

 ist tendency, though not through coercive means.

 Lenin's Opposition to 'Cultural Autonomy'
 Lenin opposed the agenda of 'national-cultural autonomy' that was the best
 that liberalism could come up with, for just this reason. He saw the essen
 tial liberal program of 'separate schools for every nationality' as 'absolutely

 impermissible', for reasons that had much to do with the dynamic and evolv- I I
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 ing nature, rather than the static form, of national cultures. 'Assimilation'

 was a toxic slogan, because it involved the subjugation of some cultures. But

 'autonomy' was no antidote, simply because it was little else than a contin
 gent adjustment to the difficulties of politics, and left no room for identities

 overcoming - to transport Kundera's phrase to a different context - the 'pro

 vincialism of large nations'. 'National-cultural autonomy' as a programme,

 ju implicitly ruled out the opportunities for imagining 'one's culture in the
 £ larger context'. And socialism in Lenin's imagination was precisely about
 <u
 4-»
 cl  achieving that larger context.

 $ For the less than perfect situation he confronted, Lenin offered a rea
 sonable solution. Every 'nation' was to have a decisive voice in public affairs

 — through representative bodies elected on the basis of proportional represen
 o tation. Lenin's reference to the 'nation', it has to be remembered, was quite
 O distinct from the political organisation he lived under, which was the Russian
 2 'empire'. Perhaps because he worked within a situation where the evolving
 _ contours of political organisation were still unclear, between 'empires' that
 T represented several nations and 'states' that claimed exclusively, to embody a
 £ particular nation, Lenin's formulations may not have the precision required

 for decisive judgments today. The basic democratic spirit of his effort to
 grapple with political complexity though, stands out clear and strong. Where

 nations were too small to make it past the numerical threshold for represen

 tation, they were to be given guarantees of an assured presence in all consul

 tative bodies. While upholding the right to be separate, Lenin was convinced
 that parties of the working class needed in practice, to resolutely fight against

 separation. The working class commitment would be expressed through a
 clear focus on the démocratisation of all institutions of the state - till such

 time of course, that this endeavour ran up against the constraints inherent in

 bourgeois-liberal politics, when socialist transformation became imperative.

 No other realm was so burdened with the legacies of culture, so imbued

 with its meanings, as education: the primary socialisation process, the
 language (with all its embedded values) that communities impart to their
 children when they move out of the protective walls of family life, into the

 world beyond.17 And while the liberal posture pronounced its support for

 separate schools on the basis of nationality, Lenin argued quite differently:

 that 'national cultural autonomy' was a short-sighted slogan, simply because

 'under capitalism, all economic, political and spiritual life is becoming more
 and more international'.

 Rhetorically, in a later intervention, he posed the question: 'As long as
 different nations live in a single state they are bound to one another by mil

 lions and thousands of millions of economic, legal and social bonds. How
 can education be extricated from these bonds?' Whatever solutions may
 have been on offer, Lenin was convinced that 'national cultural autonomy'

 was not one to rely on. Besides denying the dynamic and evolving links
 12 between cultures and 'nations', this slogan also made it 'easier for the pro
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 letariat and the masses of working people to be drawn into the sphere of
 influence of bourgeois nationalism'. In turn, this would divert attention
 from the urgency of 'the consistent democratic transformation of the state

 as a whole, which ... alone (could) ensure ... peace between nationalities'.
 These locutions could be parsed infinitely. But to merely take the most

 telling words: it is only through a 'transformation' of the 'state', based
 'consistently' on 'democratic' principles, that 'peace' could be established
 between 'nationalities'. Progressive politics could not deny any movement
 of secession based on cultural distinctness. Denial of this right would be
 a ploy to defend bourgeois privilege against the rising revolutionary con
 sciousness and will of the working classes. But while upholding this right,

 the socialist program would in most practical cases, necessarily oppose
 its actual exercise, since that could make the proletariat an accessory in
 the destruction of its own growing international solidarity. Nor would
 'national-cultural autonomy' within an existing state system be of signifi
 cant use - that would only impede the growth of organic solidarity between

 different sections of the proletariat.

 While upholding the right of national self-determination, Lenin argued

 the case for understanding culture in its impermanent and continually
 evolving nature. There was nothing innate about culture. It was rather, an

 attribute in constant and continual process of definition through myriad
 individual actions. Capitalism had advanced the process of creating a
 culture that could claim the title of internationalism, but only socialism

 could complete the process. And this program went beyond old nostrums
 of assimilation and the euthanasia of smaller cultures, since it began with
 the assurance that all cultures have a legitimate place in the sun, irrespec
 tive of both numbers and volubility. It then proceeded to invite them all
 to contribute to the evolution of an international culture that was more

 than the arithmetic sum of national cultures or an eclectic mixture of these.

 Internationalism rather, would accept 'from each national culture exclu
 sively those of its elements that are consistently democratic and socialist'.18

 At no point does Lenin seek to define what he means by a 'nation'. He

 seems to accept the voluntarist definition: any grouping that believes in
 itself, deserves to be treated as a nation. He avoids quite sure-footedly, the

 trap of identifying 'nation' with 'state'. In this sense, he goes by the preva

 lent understanding that the 'nation' needed no definition. He does show a
 clear preference for identifying a distinct language with nationhood. But
 again in opposition to the principle of nationality, which saw the cultural

 (or linguistic unit) as necessarily congruent with the political unit (or state),

 he rejects the possibility of a 'state' language. In the circumstances of the
 time, he thought it particularly superfluous. Given their freedom to choose
 modes of education and given a 'free state', linguistic compatibility would
 be an achievable goal. People would have a special incentive to do so, Lenin
 argued, on account of the 'demands of the economic turnover'. Lenin is not
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 Social Scientist

 assigning to the state - or any manner of expert body - the task of evolving

 a common language that would undergird the 'international culture'. He is
 insisting rather, on the institutions of the state being free and open, to allow

 the people to arrive at these determinations.

 What Manner of Community is the Nation?

 i
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 Jj Yet, the questions that came to dominate international political theory
 £ and practice were narrower, hardly focused on the institutional forms that
 S
 CL  would unfetter popular creativity. What grouping has a legitimate right

 $ to call itself a nation? Is the nation a community of language, ethnicity,
 ; or religion? Is shared history the criterion, with all the difficulties that can
 • ■ arise from rival perspectives in reading and reconstructing history? And to
 o choose a still more voluntary form of association, could a shared ideology
 O be the basis of defining nationality?
 Z Political convenience may have dictated at various times that one or
 _ the other criterion was accepted as decisive. Yet the verdict of any objective
 T reading of history has to be that all these have had a role though none is suf

 ficient in itself. To take the criterion most easily accepted today, Hobsbawm

 has shown that the claims language may have to be regarded the basis of
 nationality are tenuous, since nation formation typically precedes the craft

 ing of a national language: 'Most students today will agree that standard
 national languages spoken or written, cannot emerge as such before print
 ing, mass literacy and hence, mass schooling'.19

 Contemporary France is a nation with a strong sense of linguistic
 identification. Yet, at the time that the French revolution was bringing the

 nation into being, '50 per cent of Frenchmen did not speak French and only

 about 12-13 per cent spoke it 'correctly". Likewise, Italy today is a 'nation'

 with an entrenched sense of solidarity around a shared language. But at
 the time of Italian unification, 'only 2-1/2 per cent of the population used

 the language for everyday purposes'.20 Indeed, 'popular spoken Italian as
 an idiom capable of expressing the full range of what a twentieth century

 language needs outside the domestic and face-to-face sphere of communi
 cation, is only being constructed today as a function of the needs of national

 television programming'.21

 How did so elusive a concept as 'the nation', an idea so infirmly
 grounded in the lived experiences of the mass of the people, come to
 exercise a decisive influence over the destinies of millions beginning in the

 nineteenth century? An excavation of historical facts that strips away layers

 of ideological debris, would perhaps reveal that the concept of 'national
 ism' as a distinct culture - eternal, immutable and endowed with the moral

 authority to impose itself on lesser people - evolved in a negative dialectic

 with the popular, revolutionary striving for democratic reform.

 Lenin warned prior to the First World War, that the doctrine of
 14 'national-cultural autonomy' was a distraction from the real task of consis
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 Origins in the French Revolution
 An authoritative historical account of the French Revolution has it, that no

 term was filled so much by the 'breath of its inspiration' as 'nation'. From

 the storming of the Bastille in 1789 on, the word 'nation', in Albert Soboul's

 rendition, 'was charged with a new value clarified in the passionate surges

 of the heart, in the spontaneous collective movements animated by feelings

 of faith and hope'. The nation in this understanding, 'was the entire body,

 the mass of citizens fused into a single block; there were no more orders, no

 more classes; all who (were) French (made) up the nation'.22
 This variety of national solidarity, which differentiated little between

 citizens, required none of the qualifying attributes of 'identity' - except
 shared allegiance to the republican values that the early French revolution

 proclaimed as its undying commitment. For this reason, which set it apart

 from the subsequent evolution of nationalism, the French revolution has
 been deemed antithetical to that ideology. It has been stated with some
 authority that the French Revolution 'was completely foreign to the prin

 ciple or feeling of nationality, it was even hostile to it'.23

 There is a seeming paradox here. The 'nation' that emerged from the
 French revolution was, in the perception of its main architects, a commu
 nity of values. Imperceptibly, in a matter of months, it was transformed in

 the public imagination into a community of language. A key moment in
 this transition was when the political gains of the revolution were threat
 ened by intervention from beyond the boundaries of the 'nation', by agen

 cies whose enmity to the ideals of the revolution was in part identified with

 the distinct language they spoke. An insistence on 'linguistic uniformity'
 though, was quite exceptional in the early years of the revolution. Rather,

 the language spoken by it came to be identified with the values it stood
 for. Willingness to acquire the language was a gesture of solidarity, while
 insistence on clinging to a different language was by the same measure, a
 declaration of antagonistic political values that rightly belonged to a lesser

 people.24

 The French Revolution is often rendered in history text-books, as an
 uprising against the monarchy. It is more accurately viewed as a gigantic
 social upheaval that rid the country of the aristocracy. The French monar

 chy, from the time of Louis XIV, grandfather of the unfortunate and inept

 7C
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 tently reforming the state in a democratic fashion - to the limits possible in g
 a capitalist order - since that alone could ensure peace among nationalities.

 War and the willing participation in it of the putatively socialist parties 3
 of Europe - with the distinguished exception of Lenin's Bolshevik party
 - meant that 'cultural nationalism' prevailed over the revolutionary demo
 cratic impulse. This history of a narrowly constructed identity overwhelm- Ë
 ing the broader pursuit of concord between cultures, does not begin with
 the First World War. Indeed, the seeds were sown at least a century before.
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 £2 Louis XVI who suffered the dual indignities of overthrow and execution,
 ° had indeed facilitated national unification and was an institution that could

 j¡j well have been retrieved from the debris of the first outbreak of popular
 -Q revolt. But much like the British monarchy was first banished and then
 u restored over a century before, the French Revolution was to discover that
 ^ earning the loyalty of all the people in the 'nation' towards common values

 j3 and symbols was rather more difficult than mobilising their energies in
 £ the overthrow of an oppressive order. Revolutionary values were the ini

 tial focus of popular loyalty, but these were rather intangible, susceptible

 ^ to varying and often conflicting interpretations. Moreover, their mode of
 articulation often involved serious damage to the interests of certain among

 — the revolutionary classes.
 o In the unsettled aftermath of the revolution that birthed it, the French

 O Republic craved an authoritarian hand that would compose all the prickly
 Z and mutually repellent political interests unleashed. The sympathy har
 _ boured by some among the early revolutionaries towards restoring the
 T monarchy, though in a purely ceremonial role, was dispelled by the execu
 £ tion of the deposed king. Years later, with the 'reign of terror' having inter

 vened to banish all remnants of the old order that could impede the new,
 the Bonapartist dictatorship emerged as the strong hand at the helm.

 The French nation purported to speak for all against the monarchy, but

 in seeking its destiny, ended up in another form of absolutism. Between the
 two forms of absolutism, other elements within the power structure were
 squeezed out, to allow the bourgeoisie or the 'Third Estate' the room they
 keenly sought for their expanding horizons. Driven by different motiva
 tions, the monarchy and the Third Estate - townsmen, traders and incipi
 ent industrialists - had a shared interest in the dilution of aristocratic power

 and privileges. For the monarchy, the aristocracy stood in the way of an
 assertion of absolute authority. And the Third Estate viewed the aristocracy

 as an obstacle to growth, its power to impose various duties, tithes and
 taxes being an impediment to the flow of commerce across French territory.

 Soboul puts it thus:

 The development of the economy and the formation of a national market were

 hampered by the interior customs and tollgates, by the multiplicity of weights

 and measures, by the diversity and incoherence of the fiscal system, and just as

 much by the persistence of seignorial rights and ecclesiastical tithes.25

 Precisely because the aristocracy had by the second half of the eigh
 teenth century checkmated progress towards national unification, a
 critical mass of congruent interests had been formed, with a strong stake

 in destroying its privileges. 'Intellectual progress' had been achieved, since

 the Third Estate - comprising rising business interests and professionals -
 had cemented an internal solidarity as a social stratum that thought alike,

 16 subscribed to a progressive idiom of republican values and believed that
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 society should be governed by laws enshrining individual liberty above ^
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 factor for national unity'.26 £L

 all. The 'network of royal highways' which promoted 'economic relations'
 between provinces and provided space for the 'attraction of capital', also
 played a role. Indeed, says Soboul, all these were various manifestations of

 'the development of the bourgeoisie, who had become the essential social

 -j
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 Legitimate Exclusions from the 'Nation'
 These strata possessed the internal cohesion of property ownership and the

 spiritual solidarity of work' being their title to the possession of produc
 tive assets. In this respect, they were different from the aristocracy, whose

 privileges were a birthright. Among the early prophets of the bourgeoisie,

 Voltaire was indeed, categorical in his view of the aristocracy as an extrane
 ous element which did not share in the ethos of nationalism. Since it was

 unwilling to live by the laws of the nation, the aristocracy was undeserving

 of its freedoms. Emmanuel Joseph Sieyes, the clergyman turned revolution

 ary, put it famously in a pamphlet issued in 1789:

 If the privileged order were removed, the nation would not be anything less,

 but something more It is not enough to have shown that the privileged, far

 from being useful to the nation, only weaken it and harm it; it is still necessary

 to prove that the noble order does not enter into the social organisation; that it

 could well be a burden for the nation, yet it doesn't know how to take part in it.

 Excluding the nobility involved few ethical problems, since this was a

 class seen as a burden on the productive elements within society. 'Glory'
 came for the nobility from 'remaining immobile in the middle of general
 movement', from revelling in privileges conferred by an antiquated social

 order, when the vast majority was engaged in building a new world. And the

 nobility remained parasitic on society: indeed, they consumed 'the best part
 of the product, without having in any way helped to produce it'. The 'idle

 ness of such a class', Sieyes concluded, 'is assuredly foreign to the nation'.27
 Abbe Sieyes's tract, titled What is the Third Estate, is famous not so

 much for the subtlety of its understanding or its philosophical integrity,
 but for the window it opens into the intellectual milieu of the French
 Revolution. Sieyes begins his exposition with a chapter titled 'The Third
 Estate is a Complete Nation', where he states his conviction that 'all who

 are not the third (estate) cannot see themselves as being of the nation'.28
 Like the upper tiers, the lower tiers too were excluded from the 'nation'.

 The Third Estate indeed, saw itself as the unique claimant to the mantle of

 progress under the banner of the nation. Those who had no property and
 nothing in terms of social progress to aspire for, were as alien to the spirit

 of nationhood as the aristocracy - perhaps even more so. Being part of the

 'nation' was inextricably tied with belonging to the land or 'patrie' - root
 word for patrimony, patriotism and patriarchy. Only those who had title to 17
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 £2 the land by virtue of their 'work' or productivity, belonged to the 'patrie'.
 ® Property was truly of the essence. 'What therefore is the homeland?'

 asks Voltaire, before furnishing the answer himself: 'Wouldn't it be by

 -Q chance a good field, about which the owner, lodged comfortably in a well
 u kept house, would be able to say:
 O
 iL this field that I cultivate, this house that I built are mine; I live here under
 <u

 -O the protection of laws that no tyrant can break. With those who own, as I do,
 § fields and houses assembled for their common interests, I have my voice in

 g- this assembly, I am a part of the whole, a part of the community, a part of the
 sovereignty: there is my patrie.

 — The point is underlined at the expense of a baker's assistant who enters
 c* Voltaire's plot and despite a lack of property and means, affects a sense of
 O great attachment to his homeland or nation. His pretensions are rather

 Z roughly dealt with: 'in a country of some area there were often several mil
 _ lion men who did not have a homeland'. It would later be said, especially in

 the nineteenth century, when working class disaffection frequently erupted

 to threaten the stability of the privileged order in Europe, that the prole
 tariat did not have a nation.29

 This inattention to the aspirations and interests of the 'lower orders'
 seemed natural to the ideologues of democracy in the late-eighteenth cen
 tury. But in practical terms, it was never quite so safe to disregard the claims

 of the poor to a political status and role. As the confrontation between the

 Third Estate and the aristocracy sharpened, it became imperative for the
 sustenance of the revolutionary impulse that the peasant, the urban petit
 bourgeoisie, the daily wager, and the small holder, be brought into the main
 stream of political action.

 The revolutionary upheaval of 1789 began very innocuously with a
 fiscal crisis, which the royal court sought to negotiate without seriously
 undermining aristocratic privileges. The Third Estate would have none of
 it, since productive tradesmen and industrialists had little inclination to
 bear the burdens imposed by a parasitic aristocracy. As the dispute sharp
 ened, the Third Estate saw little amiss in declaring their representatives
 within the Estates General - a consultative body established by the monar

 chy to facilitate governance - as the 'National Assembly'. It was, in short,
 snatching a higher mantle of 'national' legitimacy from the feeble hands of

 the monarchy. But that presumed status could only be won by recruiting
 the large mass of people, the sans culottes, into the revolutionary endeavour.

 Wars of Revolutionary Defence
 Sans culottes literally means 'men without fancy breeches' which in the first
 flush of the revolution, rhetorically came to represent an entire social and

 political movement through a minor sartorial attribute. These were the
 18 working classes, the small-holding peasant, the urban artisan and the wage
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 worker, with few affectations, whose political philosophy remained largely

 unarticulated, except as an aspiration towards a radically egalitarian order.

 Though scattered in terms of leadership, they constituted an extremely

 potent political force without which the rising tide of political radicalism of ^
 the French revolution since 1789 could hardly be understood. c

 In his classic work on the French Revolution, Georges Lefebvre remarks: ÊL
 51

 The strength of the insurrectionary movements, throughout the Revolution, gf

 lay in the lesser bourgeoisie of handicraft workers and shopkeepers. Heads of Sj
 workshops, not their illiterate journeymen, retail shopkeepers, not the mass

 of their illiterate customers, were the ones who circulated news and initiated

 demonstrations. They were the permanent personnel around which insurrec

 tions formed. Journeymen and workingmen gathered behind them, not as a

 separate class, but as associates in the small-scale industry of the time.30

 The popular classes all expected to make real gains from their par
 ticipation in revolutionary politics. But their aspirations at every stage, it

 seemed, would be thwarted by forces of reaction mobilised by the aris
 tocracy. The class-based collusion of the French aristocracy with foreign
 powers, which weighed heavily on the entire course of the Revolution, 'was

 regarded as a fact from the beginning' and as early as 1789, the 'entire Third

 Estate believed in an 'aristocratic conspiracy".31 When the conflict became

 a reality, it 'obliged the revolutionary bourgeoisie to appeal to the people
 and thus to make concessions to them'. 'The nation really dates from the
 war that was both national and revolutionary: a war of the Third Estate
 against the aristocracy and a war of the nation against the allied Europe of
 the ancien regime'.32

 The recruitment of mass loyalty, essential to sustain the revolution
 against aristocratic reaction and foreign intervention, required the poor
 and the dispossessed - excluded so far from a sense of belonging - being
 conferred a semblance of rights within the putative 'nation'. This impera
 tive was reflected in the constitutional politics of the time. The 1789 revo

 lutionary upsurge was first encoded in the 1791 Constitution, drafted as
 part of an effort to put in place a political order immune to three identified

 perils: royal 'despotism', aristocratic privilege and popular 'licentiousness'.
 This charter allowed for the survival of the monarchy, though strictly in a

 ceremonial role. Since it mirrored the fear of social disorder of the rising

 French bourgeoisie, it restricted popular participation in politics by insti
 tuting indirect elections and high property thresholds for the right to vote.33

 With armed intervention from abroad a clear and present danger in
 1792, a more radical charter of citizen rights was put forward, which could
 rally mass loyalty with little equivocation. The outcome, consummated after

 serious internal turmoil, insurrection and the beginnings of the 'terror', was
 the June 1793 Constitution. This is a document that has been described as

 19
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 22 a charter of the greatest historical significance in that, for the first time, a
 ^ nation was provided with a system of government both republican and demo

 cratic, under which all male citizens had the vote and a considerable measure

 -Q of control over their representatives and governors.34
 y
 q Inclusive nationhood and equal citizenship were vital parts of the polit
 ¿ ical programme that summoned the deprived and disenfranchised to the

 _o defence of the revolution. The army of the French republic, as it mobilised
 gj to fight the forces of reaction - both domestic and foreign - waxed hugely in
 I i

 g. numbers with the enlistment of a new breed of 'citizen-soldiers'. By August
 00 1793, it was vastly larger than the army bequeathed by the ancien regime and
 o comfortably outnumbered its adversaries.35 This was key in defending the
 ! revolution against concerted by neighbouring powers, including Britain,
 ¿ Austria and the Germanic states, to reinstate the ancien regime. With the

 J, gains of the revolution secured through 1793 and 1794, the upward spiral
 of political radicalism stalled and soon began a rapid descent. The over

 ^ throw of the Jacobin dictatorship and Robespierre's execution in June 1794,
 were followed by the disenfranchisement of sans culottes and the forging of

 another identity for the French nation, as 'a republic of proprietors'.36

 The constitution introduced in 1795, sought to preserve and protect
 this character of the nation in an enduring charter of rights and responsi

 bilities. Despite periodic outbursts of public anger - and demands that the
 1793 Constitution be retained - the charter introduced in 1795 significantly
 diluted the franchise. Property thresholds and tax eligibility levels specified

 in 1791 were reintroduced and indirect elections reinstated, to insulate leg
 islative bodies from too intimate a contact with the masses. The sans culottes

 who had been in the forefront of the campaign for preserving the 1793
 constitution, were by now rapidly fading as a political force on account of

 the dual deficits of leadership and organisational skills.

 Wars of Conquest
 Beginning then, the wars of the French Republic began to alter in character.

 Soboul points out that the 'war of revolutionary defence' that the Jacobins

 had waged, 'passed, by almost imperceptible stages, into one of annexa
 tion and conquest'.37 The revolutionary transformation of French society
 involved intense periods of negotiations, punctuated by insurrection and
 regular recourse to the ultimate dispute settlement techniques of assas
 sination and mass murder. As elected assemblies deadlocked repeatedly
 over policy and legislation, the sans culottes often came up with the decisive
 interventions. The mass upheavals born in their revolutionary ambition
 were so integral to the course of politics at the time that the 1793 constitu

 tion sought explicitly to recognise insurrection as a basic right.

 In the years following the overthrow of the Jacobins, the 'fate of
 France', Soboul observes, no longer lay in the hands of the masses or the
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 politicians. Rather, the commanders overseeing military campaigns on
 numerous fronts began to emerge as the determinant influence. In particu

 lar, Napoleon Bonaparte had by 1797 already led an invasion of Italy with
 out political authorisation and dictated the terms of a peace with Austria.

 Visions of the 'historic destiny' France had to fulfil in the Mediterranean c
 were now unbound, and Bonaparte led an expeditionary force to Egypt SL
 in 1798, incurring for himself and his country, the abiding enmity of
 Britain. Within ten years of the revolutionary upsurge that began in 1789,

 Bonaparte was already the master of France. The formal ratification of his

 status as military dictator and subsequently, emperor, was only a matter of
 time.

 Early republican sentiment in France was firmly opposed to wars of
 conquest. The Constituent Assembly had in May 1790, declared that the
 'French nation' would renounce 'war with a view to making conquests'
 and its forces would never be used 'against the liberty of any people'. This

 disavowal of aggression and territorial aggrandisement found a place in
 the 1791 Constitution and was reaffirmed in a major statement on foreign

 policy in 1792, ironically enough, just days before a formal declaration of
 war against Austria (a level of mendacity in public pronouncements that
 western imperialism retains to this day).38 In later years, French armies were

 confronted by partisan fighters in other countries, who flung back at them

 the defining slogans of republican France, vowing to resist invasion and
 defend 'popular sovereignty' at all cost.39

 The transformation of a war of revolutionary defence into a war of
 conquest was connected integrally to the metamorphosis of the French
 nation, from a republic of all to a dominion of property. During the long
 quest of equilibrium between unfettered mass aspirations and entrenched
 privilege, the constitutional position oscillated wildly. An assurance of
 equality was part of the republican compact that defined the 'nation', sub
 ject to the defence of property. But when threatened by external subversion,

 the French Revolution took a further and decidedly more radical step in the

 assurance of substantive equality, by writing into its constitution the right

 of insurrection. Needless to say, the equilibrium finally established was
 much closer to the defence of privilege than the ideal of equality.

 Is there anything inherent in the logic of nationalism, which impels
 a country into external conquest, when it is unable to settle differences
 within? As long as the French nation-state had the aspiration of belonging

 to all, it explicitly renounced external aggression or conquest, which would

 have been grievous violations of the rights it was committed to upholding.

 But equivocation soon became the norm and as the French nation-state
 began retreating from all its radical promises on citizen rights, it became the

 eager and active protagonist of overseas conquests, its purpose ostensibly
 being the lofty one of bringing less fortunate people into the enlightened
 orbit of its republican ideals.
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 22 This is a complex issue, researched over the years from a variety of
 ® perspectives, but never quite able to rid itself of the debris generated in

 contemporary political contests. Napoleon's expedition to Egypt was about
 bringing the glories of French culture and civilisation to a people trapped

 o in less enlightened times. It also involved the strategic objective of cutting
 through the Suez isthmus and securing a quicker passage to India, to neu

 J3 tralise the logistical advantages that Britain, then France's main rival for
 £ imperial glory, enjoyed in accessing the rich material sources and markets
 y of the South Asian subcontinent. CL

 This adventure was a failure, in part because the indispensable acces
 - sory that Napoleon had counted on - Tipu Sultan of Mysore (referred to in

 — the republican spirit as 'Citizen Tipu Sahib') - perished in battle with con
 quering British forces in 1799.40 From there on, the destiny of the 'nation'

 O came decreasingly to be about values, than about cementing an exclusive
 sense of cultural identity to distinguish it from the alien 'other'. A veneer of

 Z) the values derived from the European enlightenment was always on offer,
 T an advertisement for the superiority of Western civilisation over subjugated
 ;> cultures. Those who dared point out that the values of equality and liberty

 that the imperial powers blazoned as their undying commitments, were
 denied in the real world, were easily overwhelmed by the coercive might of

 the colonial state. Despite ostentatious claims, the grand sounding values
 raised on a foundation of class antagonisms, were proving rather brittle.

 The 'Nation* as Class Antagonism
 How possibly could a sense of 'national community' be built on a foun
 dation of class antagonisms? Community implies a willing surrender of
 interests regarded, otherwise, as indispensable for an individual's self
 fulfilment. And the main conflict that propagandists of the 'nation' faced

 was of reconciling the ideology of the bourgeoisie - which conferred rights

 and privileges on a narrow stratum while excluding the majority - with the

 sense of community that a 'nation' implied. The conflict was resolved most

 often, by denial, i.e., not acknowledging it at all. This was easy, so long as

 the vast majority of the putative nation lacked means of articulation: their

 claims of belonging could easily be dismissed. The French Revolution had
 allowed the right to insurrection, but quickly withdrawn it when the conse

 quences of enshrining this most radical expression of the free speech right
 became clear.

 A market society exalts an individual's private gain - if necessary at
 the expense of the larger social milieu - as the decisive criterion of rational
 behaviour, though it ultimately falls back upon the quasi-religious belief
 of an inherent harmony between individual interests and the social good.
 Working with this imperfect model, it is conceivable that in the real world

 of community identification, an individual could cede his own need for
 22 material fulfilment to a larger kinship network. On the broader canvas of
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 liberal democracy, an individual could be won over by a vicarious sense of ^
 participation in the material advancement of his community.

 Could this be the foundation of the sense of community in a bourgeois

 society, which otherwise celebrates the competition of each to get ahead of ^
 the other, indeed, sees in the mutual antagonisms of individuals in society, c
 the singular key to human progress? Could this be the basis of the mutual Si
 bonding between individuals who in various other ways, are divided by §
 class, rank and status? Is this the ticket that those excluded from the 'nation' t

 are given, as a serviceable substitute for a true sense of belonging? 3
 These matters have never been thought through with any rigour or

 clarity. Consider Adam Smith, among the most far-sighted of the early
 theorists of an emerging bourgeois society, whose greatest work is titled The

 Wealth of Nations, though he spends little time seeking an understanding

 of what constitutes a 'nation'. There is in fact, no conception of a 'nation'
 in Adam Smith's work, other than as a territorial entity that happens, by

 pure coincidence, to be under a unified system of government. The element

 of fuzziness is evident: government is peripheral and territoriality, incon

 sequential. Indeed, Smith's system is strongly imbued with a suggestion
 of extra-territoriality - or a political jurisdiction beyond the 'nation' - in
 the sense that the 'wealth of the nation' is determined by the 'extent of the

 market', which is in turn a function of the ease with which goods transit

 over geographical space. National frontiers are no obstacle or rather, should

 not be in Smith's normative assessment. The greater the ease of transit, the

 more would be the possibilities of advancing the 'division of labour'.

 Technology or the 'division of labour' could in short, cut through
 space, uniting 'nations' - however they are defined - in a shared cycle
 of economic activity. Though 'nation' is at the centre of the discourse, it
 is by no means evident that the 'extent of the market' is constrained by
 political boundaries. The nation is the territorial and administrative unit
 that promotes the accumulation of capital. It is potentially unlimited in a
 spatial sense, though in reality, certain bounds are accepted for contingent
 - and in Smith's framework, mostly unexplained - reasons. Smith's under
 standing evidently is that the competitive rules of engagement within the

 nation-state are operative also in its external relations, contributing to an

 international equilibrium.
 Competition between equals though, is not the operative principle

 in matters involving the colonies. And this is because the colonies have
 certain advantages in being 'so thinly inhabited that the natives easily give

 place to the new settlers', allowing them to advance 'more rapidly to wealth

 and greatness than any other human society'. Colonists take with them the

 'knowledge of agriculture and other useful arts, superior to what (exists)
 among savage and barbarous nations'. With land moreover, being plentiful

 - unlike in their home countries - the colonists would be spared the burden

 of yielding large shares of their produce as rent.41 Apart from being exempt 23
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 from this material exaction, the colonists would also be spared the burden

 of conforming to their own doctrines of free trade. Thus the 'liberality of

 England' towards the trade of its colonies, was confined to produce 'either

 -Q in its rude state, or in what may be called the very first stage of manufac
 u ture'. Quite simply, in the division of labour between the metropolitan
 ^ centre of capitalism and the colonial periphery, the metropolis enjoyed

 jy the untrammelled privilege of dictating the terms of engagement. Abstract
 £ principles of free trade were a minor consideration, quickly banished, when
 S the ultimate end was the enrichment of the 'nation'.
 Q.

 $ As Smith puts it: 'The more advanced or more refined manufactures
 -- ... the merchants and manufacturers of Great Britain chuse [sic] to reserve
 — themselves, and have prevailed upon the legislature to prevent their estab
 0s lishment in the colonies, sometimes by high duties, and sometimes by
 O absolute prohibitions.'42 He sees no serious dissonance with his own fiercely
 Z held free-trade doctrine here, since these restraints on enterprise in the
 _ colonies have not been 'hurtful'. Land is plentiful in all these territories,
 T allowing for limitless expansion of economic opportunities. And the curbs
 ;> imposed by England on liberties enjoyed in the colonies, are mitigated by

 the unfettered rights they are granted in all respects other than economic.43

 Smith provides an early flavour here of a tendency that was to become

 roughly a century later, a powerful strain within the human sciences (as
 they were then called). And there has been no better commentator on this

 proclivity in modern times than Edward Said. Nationalist consolidation
 in much of Europe through the latter half of the nineteenth century, Said

 observes, led to the commonly held view, of the Orient as a 'geographical
 space to be cultivated, harvested and guarded'. A French ideologue of the
 imperial mission put it with a considerable flourish: 'A society colonises,
 when itself having reached a high degree of maturity and of strength, it
 procreates, it protects, it places in good conditions of development, and it

 brings to virility a new society to which it has given birth'. The societies at

 the outer peripheries of the west, in other words, had no prior existence.

 They were all birthed by the ministrations of the western civilisational mis

 sion. And to complete this tale of a 'nation' that is driven by innate logic to

 implant itself elsewhere, spread its values and raise alien races to the human

 status that they otherwise lack: 'Colonisation is the expansive force of a
 people; it is its power of reproduction; it is its enlargement and its multipli

 cation through space; it is the subjection of the universe or a vast part of it
 to that people's language, customs, ideas, and laws'.44

 Cartography as an evolving discipline was one among several instru
 mentalities of nationalism and imperialism. For European ideologues
 gazing at the world map, there seemed vast blank spaces that needed to be
 filled in with the cultural energy of the west. The people inhabiting these

 lands merited concern only in terms of their greater or lesser amenability
 24 to Western cultural norms.
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 As capital expanded beyond countries of origin, bringing larger territo

 ries under its sway, subjugating ever more communities under the relentless c"
 dynamic of its expansion, it fostered the values that are putatively foun- 3

 dational to its growth: individual liberty, civic solidarity and the private ^
 appropriation of the social product. Communities pulled into the orbit of c
 capital responded in their own ways: resistance being the first option, fol- £L
 lowed by an effort at reconciliation. Civic equality was often the first prin- §=
 ciple on which people in the colonies sought an engagement with capital. t
 When that proved impossible, there was an effort to forge new collective 3
 identities from a remembered and reconstructed past, from an ostensible
 'golden age' when the country was free of the baneful grip of capital. These

 refurbished and recovered identities were in turn rendered into the organ

 ising principles of 'proto-nationalist' movements that sought to mobilise a

 colonised people around the demand for political autonomy.

 Capital in its Spatial Dimension
 Capital accumulation or the division of labour has its spatial dimension.
 Though opinions on modern economic theory vary, there is general agree
 ment that its approach to questions of growth and development lacks a
 spatial perspective. David Harvey puts it well: economics as a discipline
 tends to view all the processes of growth and accumulation as taking place

 'on the head of a pin', instantaneous in time and confined to a singular
 point in space.45 Clearly, this approach will have little ability to account for

 the actual growth of capitalism, which is all about the conquest of space and

 the dynamics of the circuit of investment, production and consumption,
 squarely enfolded within the passage of time. The growth of capitalism, as
 the 'division of labour' is about money power flowing 'across and through
 space and over borders in the search for endless accumulation'.46

 Borders were entirely fluid in the early years of nation formation:
 they were in fact, defined by the rate and spread of capital accumulation.

 As capital washed over the vast open spaces that were then regarded as
 vacant lands where lesser people waited to meet their historic destiny in
 the western civilisational mission, it encountered resistance in some parts,

 accommodation in others. It created an identity of interests in the eco
 nomic domain between metropolitan sources of capital and their clients
 within the colonies, often inducing a cultural shift in perceptions and a
 willing acceptance of the modes of social organisation of the metropolises.

 It also engendered hierarchies of value addition, creating distinct patterns
 of capitalist relations between metropolitan centres and colonies and within
 the colonised territories.

 Theoretical estimations cannot possibly determine a point at which
 territorial equilibrium would be achieved between the competing needs
 of different imperial systems. In fact, there is no way of determining this
 matter a priori. Political boundaries are established where remembered 25
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 22 history and modern constructs of identity intersect with the compelling
 ^ and overpowering influence of capital. Military might is often an arbiter,
 jjj as during the prolonged conflict between British and French commercial
 -g firms for monopoly trading rights in India. This was a conflict fought with
 tí weapons and ammunition and armies that were quickly gathered to each
 ^ company's cause from among the native peoples. Historical accounts put

 jü down this phase of conflict to British and French imperial competition, but
 £ miss the vital point that the whole sequence of armed encounters involved

 not 'nations' but commercial enterprises. Both the British and French com

 panies enjoyed mandates from their respective sovereigns, but these were
 not quite 'wars' between 'states' as contemporary understanding would
 cast them. These were rather, commercial conflicts that could not be man

 aged within the parameters of the prevalent law of the time, and had to be

 resolved through the competitive use of force, where both sides recruited

 local allies and the British camp emerged with the laurels.47

 'Nation' then is the spatial dimension of the capitalist order. Economic

 theory in the classical phase sought an understanding of capitalist accumu

 lation in both its spatial and temporal dimensions. Adam Smith's expansive

 view of development and the progress in the division of labour, was within

 one generation transformed in the hands of David Ricardo, into a distinctly

 more gloomy perception of a capitalist order ineluctably headed towards
 a 'stationary state'. Even with wages being restricted to bare subsistence
 levels, the growth of population would cause greater shares of the national
 product to go towards immediate consumption. And spatial expansion
 towards newer territories would inevitably reach a limit in terms of added

 productivity. When the territorial frontier of the capital accumulation pro

 cess was reached, the rent paid for the mere use of land would absorb the

 entire product. With nothing available to reinvest in intensive utilisation of

 resources through technological change, the economy would effectively be

 in stagnation, or as Ricardo put it, the 'stationary state'.
 Maurice Dobb has described how Ricardo's pessimism found few tak

 ers among his contemporaries and still fewer in succeeding generations of
 economic theorists. This was less on account of any conceptual flaws in

 his reasoning and more from an ideological aversion to any notion that
 the system then taking root and flourishing in Britain, was in any manner

 self-limiting. In the years that followed, the abolition of the Corn Laws, the

 opening of new frontiers through the revolution in transport and commu

 nication, made the 'stationary state' rather remote.48 The more committed

 ideologues of capitalism indeed, dismissed it as impossibility.

 Space was not in other words, seen to embody any manner of constraint

 on the possibilities opening up before newly empowered bourgeoisies. And

 the arrow of time pointed ahead to a future of infinite possibilities, with

 capital seemingly assured of boundless expansion into the vacuum that
 the non-capitalist world represented. The wide open frontiers of India,
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 China and the Americas could be conquered through force or trade - both g
 of which enjoyed their own legitimacy within the doctrine of bourgeois
 enlightenment, since trade was a variety of force. Within the nation though,

 coercion had to give way to consent, to a social contract that all classes
 could accept. That was the essence of the sense of nationhood. c

 With all these complexities opened up by his questioning, Adam EL
 Smith's main focus is elsewhere: not so much on the spatial dimension of §=
 how a 'nation' is organised, but on the political question of determining ñ
 how the 'wealth' of the nation is distributed among classes that constitute 3
 the social order. Britain being then in a more advanced state of bourgeois
 development, the classes identified by Smith are somewhat different from

 the three 'estates' of France. The bourgeoisie, the landholders and the
 workers, receive their shares in the national wealth in proportion to three

 component parts of price: profit, rent and wages. As Edwin Cannan has
 pointed out in introducing his classic edition of Smith's work, the insight

 that the 'wealth of the nation' constitutes an annual product, or reproduc
 tion - rather than a hoard or a stock as economists of the mercantilist

 school believed - was derived from the French school of 'physiocratic'
 economists, so called because they emerged from the field of medicine and

 recognised that an economy, like the human body and indeed, any living
 organism, was sustained by a flow rather than a static stock of material.

 Between the production of the 'wealth of the nation' today and its repro
 duction tomorrow, lies an intervening stage of circulation and distribution.
 Every element in the nation - whether an individual or class - had to be

 assured of a fair share within the wealth produced today, to partake of the

 productive process the following day. And the distribution of the national

 product followed certain norms and conventions, determined by a contract
 between the three main classes comprising the social order.

 Smith's main endeavour, since he was also a moral theorist with a deep
 concern for justice, was to find a fair basis for distribution between the three

 classes, which would be in harmony with an objective theory of 'value'. By
 contemporary canons, 'value' is a subjective construct. But Smith sought
 valiantly to impart to this notion the objective function of determining
 the fair share of each social class in the national wealth. Though fascinat
 ing as a debate in the history of ideas, this is peripheral to an inquiry into

 the foundations of nationalism. Its relevance here is only in noting Smith's
 ultimate failure to understand the distribution of the wealth of the nation

 in accordance with a fair standard. He did however, provide rich insights
 from his understanding of bourgeois society and its inner dynamics, into
 the moral underpinnings of the social contract between landholders, the
 bourgeoisie and the working class, which established the share that each
 enjoyed in the national wealth.

 Smith had no doubt at all that the terms of the contract would be far

 more to the advantage of the profit component of price, to the exclusion 27
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 of the wage component.49 He was prepared to concede that this morally
 dubious arrangement had a strong force of ideology and legality propping

 it up. Wage and profit earners in his perception had only a limited mutual

 ity of interests in multiplying the division of labour and thereby ensuring a

 high rate of growth in the wealth of the nation. Phases of poor growth, or

 in Smith's terms, a 'declining state' of economy, would render things quite

 JJ different, with the 'funds destined for the maintenance of labour sensibly
 £ decaying'. Smith acknowledged then, that there would be no mechanism

 2^ internal to the price system to ensure a wage distribution satisfying mini
 $ mum requirements of morality. The only possible source of equilibrium

 lay outside the domain of the market, in the wage-earning class adjusting
 — its subsistence requirements and its reproductive behaviour - just to stay
 o on the fringes of starvation. The dialectic of morbidity and survival would
 O play out, forcing the price of labour 'back to that proper rate, which the
 Z circumstances of the society required'.50
 _ Voltaire and Abbe Sieyes typified the bourgeois perspective within
 T pre-revolutionary France. In a Britain that was at the time going through

 the industrial revolution, Smith expressed an identical sensibility and
 world-view in political economy terms. Just as the people of no means, the

 working class, have no claim to being part of the 'nation', Smith established

 - though with a greater sense of self-doubt and moral ambivalence - that
 the working class gets little share in the 'wealth of the nation'. In his politi

 cal posture towards landholding nobility, Smith is at one with the bourgeois
 ideologues of France. Sieyes thought the nobility had no place in the nation.
 In like manner, Smith characterises the share claimed by the nobility in
 the wealth of the nation as a regrettable feature calling for correction. And

 he excoriates the landholders for 'reaping where (they) never sowed' and
 for imposing a positive burden upon the wage labourer in the form of the

 'deduction' of rent they impose on the wealth of the nation.51
 How then does Smith resolve the dilemma? The answer is that he does

 not. He observes the situation in all objectivity, but then falls back upon an

 'invisible hand', different only in nomenclature from a providential or even

 divine presence, that resolves all the bristling conflicts of bourgeois society

 and transforms acts motivated by naked self-interest into a larger good.
 Private vices could be the foundations of public virtues. Unlike much of the

 rigorously argued theses of The Wealth of Nations, this underlying premise

 of Smith's doctrine is almost imposed, as an article of faith. And this belief
 is supported less by empirical observation than supernatural faith.

 Nation as Coercion; Nation as Consent
 Many of these themes are developed fully elsewhere, in Smith's other
 great work, The Theory of Moral Sentiments, which precedes The Wealth of
 Nations by seventeen years. Comprehending the linkage between the two

 28 would be to look at models of man in society that early British political
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 theory worked with and to place Smith within the broader context of hour- <£
 geois-liberal thought, rather than view him in the singular identity foisted

 on him today, as the supposed founder of the vulgar discipline known as

 economics. ^
 Hobbes and Locke are two figures of special relevance here. Writing c

 during the English civil war, Hobbes posited a model that saw man as SL
 inherently acquisitive, driven into continual conflict with fellow man and ^

 requiring the strong hand of a sovereign to render him fit for an existence j-j
 within society.52 Observing a rather more placid state of affairs a half-cen- 3
 tury on, with England in the rosy flush of the Stuart Restoration, Locke had

 a happier view. Man, he said, is inherently in harmony with society. Those

 who seemingly fail to get a fair deal out of bourgeois-liberal rules, must
 necessarily have invited that fate upon themselves by some act at such vari

 ance with accepted norms of conduct, that death was the deserved punish
 ment. Once reprieved by society's magnanimity, the delinquent elements
 were obliged to repay the debt incurred by putting themselves, in body and

 soul, at the disposal of the wronged persons.53

 Locke was simply put, a firm and faithful adherent to the dogma of
 the 'original sin', which saw all social inequities as the consequence of
 some primeval act of transgress. The world was created in all perfection
 by divine ordainment. But there were regrettably among denizens of this

 perfect world, many who were unable to live by the indispensable rules that

 would ensure peace and tranquillity. Those guilty of contravening the rules

 handed down by a benevolent creator, would be spared a deserved retribu
 tion, only if they were to resign themselves to a lesser charter of rights.

 Smith went beyond these formulations in looking at man in society as a
 creature prone to varying and often conflicting emotions and impulses. He

 considers in this respect the emotion of'sympathy': an emotion every per
 son is susceptible to, though one difficult to intuit since it goes beyond the
 common faculties. The illustration Smith used was of a witness to torture. A

 person who sees a near and dear one 'upon the rack', he argued, would have
 no way of knowing through his senses and faculties, of that unfortunate
 person's suffering, when he is himself 'at ease'. But the sight nevertheless

 stirs up deep emotional turmoil. Sympathy, says Smith, once referred to the

 emotions of pity and remorse, but could more accurately be characterised

 as one man's sharing in the emotions of another. This inclination is inher
 ent in human nature and extends so far as a tendency to 'sympathise even
 with the dead'.

 This was, said Smith, an illogical sentiment if any, which could be
 ascribed solely to the generalised dread of death that all humanity suf
 fered. 'Sympathy' arose from the sense of mortality that all humanity was
 condemned to live under, an emotion that indeed was 'one of the most

 important principles in human nature'. Indeed, the fear of death made every

 individual intimately aware of the limits to which he could challenge or push 29
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 back against the norms imposed by society. This singular trait in human
 nature was responsible for the sense of discrimination that every individual

 possessed between justice and the opposite.
 The sense of Smith's remarks is clear. All life is finite and worth trea

 L_
 <D

 -Q
 O

 u suring. But one who pushes too hard against social norms risks forfeiting
 I his right to live. He will be dealt with either in accordance with society's

 jü powers of sanction - if necessary through capital punishment - or through
 £ lesser devices. Remembered as the founder of the narrow academic disci

 pline known today as economics, Smith was also a moral theorist deeply
 concerned about the death penalty. Though never quite convinced of the
 moral basis by which a society could deprive an individual of his life, he
 was prepared to put up with it as a necessary evil. The fear of death was 'the

 great poison to the happiness, but the great restraint upon the injustice of

 mankind; which, while it afflicts and mortifies the individual, guards and

 protects the society'.54

 As a moral theorist, Smith approaches the same justification for the
 'nation' as modern thinkers here. Unlike prior theorists of the bour
 geois-liberal tradition, Smith makes a decisive conceptual breakthrough in

 positing a model of man as inseparable from society. Though he is not yet

 completely rid of the tendency, so evident in Hobbes and Locke, to postu
 late 'human nature' as something inherent in an individual and distinct of

 his social existence, he comes to the very verge of recognising that 'human
 nature' is itself determined by the socialisation process. The inclination of
 man was thus, to view himself 'not so much according to that light in which

 (he) may naturally appear to (himself) as in that in which (he) may naturally

 appear to others'.55

 It was in this manner that man 'who can subsist only in society (is) fitted

 by nature to that situation for which he (is) made'. Society can only exist on

 the basis of such a compact, which is in turn, derived from the social nature
 of the individual:

 All the members of human society stand in need of each other's assistance,

 and are likewise exposed to mutual injuries. Where the necessary assistance is

 reciprocally afforded from love, from gratitude, from friendship and esteem,

 the society flourishes and is happy. All the different members of it are bound

 together by the agreeable bonds of love and affection, and are, as it were, drawn

 to one common centre of mutual good offices.

 These upbeat and positive emotions though, were not all that made the

 individual a willing and able participant in the social life of the nation or
 any other collectivity. Nature had also, 'in order to enforce the observation

 of justice', 'implanted in the human breast that consciousness of ill desert,
 those terrors of merited punishment, which attend upon its violation, as the

 great safeguards of the association of mankind, to protect the weak, to curb
 the violent and to chastise the guilty'.56
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 Far from being naturally hostile to society as Hobbes darkly warned ^
 - or destined by divine will, as Locke theorised, to inhabit a station preor
 dained by antecedent good or bad conduct - man was impelled by the bal- 3

 anee of his own calculations of utility and otherwise, to respect the norms ^
 of his social existence. 'Man, it has been said, has a natural love for society, c
 and desires that the union of mankind should be preserved for its own sake 5L
 ... though he himself was to derive no benefit from it'. For obvious reasons, ^

 any person would consider the 'orderly and flourishing state of society' j-j
 more 'agreeable' than one that is 'disorderly and confusing'. This is because 3
 any person would be 'sensible' that 'his own interest is connected with the

 prosperity of society, and that the happiness, perhaps the preservation of

 his existence, depends upon its (society's) preservation'.57

 The nation in other words, was cemented by the mutual compact of its

 citizens, to maximise its 'wealth'. In his later work, Adam Smith recognised

 every manner of exception to this very optimistic construction, conceding

 quite candidly that in virtually every instance he could observe, the rules
 of association of the 'nation' worked to the disadvantage of those without
 means. An early draft of The Wealth of Nations put the point in a rather

 straightforward manner: the wage labourer, Smith wrote, who ' . . . bears,

 as it were, upon his shoulders the whole fabric of society, seems himself to

 be pressed down below ground by the weight, and to be buried out of sight
 in the lowest foundation of this edifice'.58

 This is a dilemma that Smith is not quite equal to resolving, except
 by positing a sense of human empathy that neutralises the worst effects
 of naked self-interest. Hobbes, who preceded him by over a century, had
 identified in every individual a compelling desire for acquisition, which
 led him into unending strife against fellow beings, or a 'war of all against
 all'. But then he also identified a rival instinct within humanity for doing
 what is rational, for not expending a finite life in infinite battle. Civil soci

 ety emerged as a possibility from this impulse towards sobriety in judg
 ment and action. Adam Smith disagreed profoundly with much of what
 Hobbes had to say. Yet he was not quite able to decide where precisely the

 wellsprings lie of the human sense of 'approbation and disapprobation'
 on which society is sustained. Does it come from rational calculation? Or

 does it arise from an innate sense of empathy that every human being bears

 towards his fellow beings?

 Towards the closing sections of The Theory of Moral Sentiments, Smith

 seems to waver quite haplessly between these two conclusions. On the one
 hand, he attacks Hobbes and all associated thinkers for their insistence

 that the repellent conflicts of bourgeois society are only settled by ratio
 nal calculations of self-interest and the delegation of absolute power and
 authority to a 'Sovereign' that would stand above and beyond society. In
 this polemic against Hobbes, Smith is prepared to uphold a rival perspec
 tive, represented by Francis Hutcheson, his immediate predecessor in the 3 I
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 chair of moral philosophy at the University of Glasgow. Hutcheson had
 convincingly proved, Smith argues, that 'the principle of approbation was
 not founded on self-love' and neither too, did it 'arise from any operation
 of reason'. It arose rather, from the moral sense, which was a different sort

 Î3 of perception that every individual possessed.
 ^ In arguing from here on that this moral sense, inherent in all mankind,

 jü is sufficient safeguard against every conceivable social inequity, Smith
 £ obviously went beyond his own norms of observational rigour and accu

 se racy. With an unflinching gaze, he recorded in rich detail in The Wealth of
 $ Nations, the many injustices and inequalities of the bourgeois social order.
 — Yet, he saw no alternative model of society as even a remote possibility,
 o

 cr* Nation as Institutionalised Conflict

 O Adam Smith grappled with the moral implications of a social state in which
 Z individuals were continually locked in conflict, only discovering a transient
 _ basis for composing their antagonisms in seeking a high rate of economic
 T growth. Other thinkers of the European enlightenment took conflict as the
 £ natural order of things. Smith sought some inherent attribute in humanity

 that would mellow the sharp edges of this battle, but for his contemporary,

 the philosopher Immanuel Kant, the 'antagonism of men in society' was
 nothing less than the means that 'nature' had itself decreed 'to accomplish

 the development of all (human) faculties'. Ends that individual human
 beings would 'care little for if they knew about it' are promoted by 'each
 pursuing his own ends according to his inclination and often one against
 another (and even one entire people against another)'.59

 Points of divergence with Smith are clear. In Kant's judgment, it was
 simply futile to seek the faculties of perfect rationality and logic in the indi

 vidual. Smith was by implication, engaged in a vain quest, since 'in man
 (as the only rational creature on earth) those natural predispositions which

 aim at the use of reason shall be fully developed in the species, not in the
 individual'. There are no such virtues in the individual, who could well be a

 repository of unthinking vice, though prone to be infected by species prop

 erties by the compulsion he lives under to find a suitable niche in society.

 Man is not a free agent. Rather he is, even if free, subject to the irresistible

 laws of nature refracted through social norms.

 Kant clearly is setting course here, towards an understanding of the
 'nation' as the collective that will help realise values inherent in the human

 species. He posits a superior, hidden purpose that guides man's actions, a
 concealed intent inherent not in individual human nature, but in the spe

 cies characteristics of humanity. He sees the antagonism of men in society

 becoming, 'in the end, the cause of a lawful order of this society'. What is

 meant by antagonism is 'the unsociable sociability of man, i.e., the propen

 sity of men to enter into a society, which propensity is, however, linked to a
 32 constant mutual resistance which threatens to dissolve this society'. Rather
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 than look for any innate qualities of virtue or vice, it was sufficient to posit g
 the species property that man has to seek association in the social state, c"
 since there alone would he be 'capable of developing his natural faculties'. jj

 Man is undoubtedly, also subject to the contrary impulse to 'isolate
 himself, because he finds in himself the unsociable quality to want to
 arrange everything according to his own ideas'.60 Yet with all their mutual

 hostility, every individual, 'each pursuing his own ends according to his
 inclination and often one against another (and even one entire people t
 against another)', manages to 'unintentionally promote ... an end of D
 nature which is unknown to them'. In this manner do they work, impelled

 by species properties, to 'promote that which they would care little for if

 they knew about it'.61

 Given these inherent qualities of the individual and the human spe
 cies, Kant saw the 'supreme test (that) nature has set for mankind' as the
 evolution of a 'perfectly just civil constitution'. Only such a regime of law

 could ensure the 'development of all faculties of man by his own effort'.
 The greatest degree of freedom should be assured under the law, so that

 there is a 'very general antagonism of (a society's) members'. Alongside,
 there should also be a 'precise determination and enforcement of the limit

 of this freedom'. That alone would make the sustenance of society possible,

 as also coexistence with the freedom of other societies. Indeed, as Kant puts

 it in the seventh of the principles of a Universal History with Cosmopolitan

 Intent 'The problem of the establishment of a perfect civil constitution
 depends upon the problem of a lawful external relationship of the states
 and cannot be solved without the other'.

 Species characteristics of humanity, Kant proposed, would be realised
 in the collective will and purpose embodied in a civil constitution and rep
 resented by the institutions of the 'state'. The community of shared cultural

 traits - which came in later political thinking to be identified as the nation -

 featured little in his system. Rather, he was inclined always to give primacy
 to shared civic commitment. And here, Kant makes what would seem a

 confounding proposition, that despite shared allegiance to the values of
 a civil constitution, the 'freedom' enjoyed by individuals within society
 was represented in its magnitude by the prevalence of conflict. Restraints

 needed to be applied, to prevent these antagonisms from spilling over into

 a permanent state of internal warfare. These restraints could not possibly

 be applied externally, but would emerge, rather, from the faculty of reason.

 Order and harmony within the nation in turn, would only be attained
 within a context of stable international relations.

 The 'same unsociability' that impelled man into continuous conflict
 within his own social milieu would create like conditions of 'unrestricted

 freedom' and consequent disharmony in relations between nations. 'Wars
 (and) the excessive preparation for wars' and the sense of deprivation that

 people in all societies must feel in a state of war, are the means through 33
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 22 which 'nature instigates attempts' by mankind to accomplish that which
 ° 'reason could have suggested to them': that it would be in everybody's
 £5 interests to leave the 'lawless state' and to 'enter into a union of nations
 -Q wherein each, even the smallest state, could expect to derive its security and
 u rights'.
 O Reason though, does not dawn without prolonged conflict and ardu
 <5 ous suffering. Wars between societies are essential to establish a state of
 £ concord, since wars are part of the design of 'nature' to 'bring about new

 £ relations among the states'. This dynamic of internal necessity and exter
 $ nal compulsion through war, would have to work itself out. The ultimate
 — objective would be 'a state which, like a civil commonwealth, can maintain
 — itself automatically (emphasis added). In this sense, war may be an essen
 ce tial part of the civilising mission, since it compels the formation of 'new
 O bodies by the breakup of the old states'. And these wars would continue
 ~Z- till old states reconcile themselves to the reality that they cannot be main
 _ tained except by 'suffering revolutions'. These convulsions would continue
 T until, 'partly through the best possible arrangement of the civil constitu
 •£. tion internally, and partly through the common agreement and legislation

 externally', peace between the nations is established.62

 Nation as Economy
 Kant wrote these lines in 1784, well before the French revolution and
 the Napoleonic conquests in Europe that provided a sharp impetus for
 many of the continental states to shed monarchical despotism and move
 towards political regimes more congenial to the aspirations of the growing

 bourgeois classes. But his pronouncements were not so much prophecy,
 as a retrospective - though partial - philosophical assessment of years of
 conflict witnessed up close. From the English bourgeois revolution of 1688

 to the French upheaval a century later, the two leading powers of Europe

 waged an almost unceasing struggle for strategic military supremacy in
 Europe and more distant corners of the world. It was a war fought on
 alien territory, including the Americas and India, for securing commercial
 beachheads from where these continental land masses could be subjugated.

 If Britain had the advantage in these exchanges, the reason as perceived in

 France, had much to do with its superior form of government - in particu

 lar, its success in instituting a system in which the productive and dynamic

 classes, such as the industrial bourgeoisie, enjoyed complete freedom from
 the fetters of the old social order.

 For national bourgeoisies, the removal of aristocratic deadweight was
 the first order of business, and then came the mission of integrating the

 lower orders into the nationalist compact. Revolution was the means to

 accomplish one end; wars of foreign conquest, the other. Once enthroned
 in its country by the revolution - with the limits of popular insurrection

 34 ary politics enforced - French bourgeois ambitions turned to the overseas
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 project, to turn back British mastery over the seas and markets. With the jp
 nation set on the course of capitalist economic development, the principal

 motive of overseas conquest went beyond securing raw material sources, to jjj

 the acquisition of markets for rapidly growing national industries. ^
 There was of course a lofty civilisational purpose behind the mission. c

 Accompanying Napoleon to Egypt were an estimated two hundred of
 France's greatest men of science, mathematics, literature and culture. As j
 the French Republic rescinded the more extravagant promises made to n
 its people, shattering the citizen compact and surrendering the sovereign 3
 power of decision making to a military dictator, it also chose the path of
 overseas conquest, of seeking to recruit people denied their rights under the

 republican order for the pretended propagation abroad, of the republican
 ideals it was actively denying at home.

 It was a shared endeavour of the West in the decades that followed, to

 dress up its wars of conquest in far corners, as part of a civilisational mis

 sion, of bringing modernity, industrial society and human liberation to less

 fortunate people. The framework was fragile. There was no way that this
 message of human liberty and universal values could have survived, when
 its practical consequence was the active oppression of the colonised people.

 Kant looked at warfare as a regrettable necessity that humankind was
 impelled towards, because the power and reach of reason, though consider

 able, were not quite enough to make active belligerence in its propagation
 superfluous. Kant's world view is much like Hobbes'. But Hobbes, who pre
 ceded Kant by over a century, never saw the potential for this transmuta

 tion of conflict into concord, which is why he was insistent on the need for
 an authoritarian State which would override the pretensions of sovereignty
 of each of its citizens.

 From his libertarian vantage, Kant was averse to a State that would
 assume powers of life and death over the citizens of a nation. But his per
 ceptions of human nature involved a logical conundrum, which he sought
 to finesse by positing attributes in the human species that were not clearly

 verifiable in an empirical sense. How does harmony emerge by some
 miracle, from the collisions of infinitesimal individuals who share nothing

 except the instinct for acquisition and a tendency to allow their egos to take
 over their existence? In his Critique of Practical Reason, Kant was to return

 to this issue, proposing among his most crucial axioms, that the human
 will should 'freely' submit itself to the law. In this sense of 'free' submis

 sion lay the preservation of individual liberty. Every individual, under the

 reign of reason, would be enjoined to act as though the exercise of his will

 could 'always at the same time hold good as a principle of universal legisla

 tion'.63 A state of enlightenment for Kant involved mankind escaping the
 tutelage of older authorities - typically of the ecclesiastical sort - and each

 individual acting with a sound and well-formed judgment of the principles
 of'universal legislation'. 35
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 Kant was not of course a theorist of civil society in the manner that
 Hegel was. But his notion of a settled and agreed pattern of social practice

 that would be in conformity with civilised reason, independent of the State

 -g and the coercive power it holds in reserve, is as clear a construct of 'civil
 o society' as can be found in the thicket of conceptual confusion that has

 L
 Q)

 I sprouted around the term over the years.

 jü Three principles are essential to the constitution of the 'civic state' in
 £ Kant's judgment: 'l.The freedom of each member of society as a man-, 2.

 The equality of each member with every other as a subject; 3. The autonomy

 ¿íj of each member of a commonwealth as a citizen'.64 In a later work, titled
 'Eternal Peace' with deliberate irony, Kant sought to work out a defini

 — tive list of the conditions that would preserve harmony within the nation
 o and ensure its untroubled coexistence with others. Conditions for peace
 O external to the nation, he pointed out, are the same and logically con
 Z tiguous with those required internally, and could be reduced to the general
 _ principle of the 'rule of law'. As with the manner of relationships between
 T individuals, nations would tend naturally to gravitate towards a 'state of
 ^ war'. And as with the relationship between individuals in society, the 'state

 of peace' must be founded among nations too, 'for the mere omission of
 the threat of war is no security of peace, and consequently a neighbour may

 treat his neighbour as an enemy unless he has guaranteed such security to

 him, which can only happen within a state of law'. Foremost then, among
 the conditions for 'eternal peace' would be the need for every state to adopt

 a 'republican constitution'.65

 The task was accomplished by utilising the inherent 'selfish propensi
 ties' of the individual for the broader good. If the State were organised
 rightly - a task well within 'the ability of man' - it would also be in a posi
 tion 'to direct these forces (of selfishness) against each other in such wise
 that one balances the other in its devastating effect, or even suspends it'.

 And then every individual in the human species 'although not a morally
 good man', would be 'compelled to be a good citizen'. It is not the moral
 perfection of man that impels him to submit to 'compulsory laws and thus

 bring about the state of peace in which such laws are enforced'. It is rather,

 the 'mechanism of nature' which arranges 'the conflict of unpacific atti
 tudes in a given people in such a way that they impel each other' into such

 an agreeable mutual compact.66

 Conflict Placated in National Solidarity
 Private individuals in their public personae, drove this process of render
 ing competitive and quarrelsome postures into actions harmonious with
 the sustenance of social solidarity. Unsurprisingly, Kant saw only those
 private individuals as meriting the status of citizenship, if they were free,

 i.e., unconstrained by the need to dispose of their labour power merely for
 36 sustenance. These lines from Kant encapsulate the central dilemma of the
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 bourgeois doctrine of nationalism so well, that they need quotation at some ^
 length: c"
 The requisite quality for (citizenship), apart from the natural one that the per- £{

 son not be a child or a woman (sic), is only this: that such a person be his own 2
 master and hence that he have some property (under which we may include t
 any art, craft, or science) that would provide him with sustenance. To put this

 another way, he must be a man who, when he must earn a livelihood from p"
 others, acquires property only by selling what is his own and not by conceding

 to others the right to make use of his strength.67

 Kant here offers a clear foreshadowing of the later Marxist theme that

 the working class in a bourgeois order, despite all juridical guarantees, is
 unffee. He reaffirms the theme that was broached from various different

 perspectives by his contemporaries and immediate predecessors among
 bourgeois thinkers, that the emerging form of political organisation known

 as the 'nation' had no real place for those without property. This line of
 argument was developed through succeeding generations in the European
 enlightenment tradition, which was for all the logical knots it got enmeshed

 in, firmly wedded to empirical reality. A contemporary and competing
 philosophical tendency just believed that the question was wrongly posed,
 since the finite actions of individuals in society were simply about fulfilling

 a purpose determined by transcendental authority. This category of philo
 sophical thinking had the ultimate consequence of sacralising the 'nation'
 - and the 'State' that embodied its will - raising these entities to a status that

 set them on a higher pedestal than anything that ordinary, mortal, strug

 gling human beings could aspire to.
 Philosophy in this rendition was not about understanding the contin
 gent actions of finite individuals and their varied consequences. Rather, it
 was about rationalising the practical outcomes - which could be various
 - of the relentless quest for self-fulfilment of an abstract 'Idea', different

 only in terminology from a theologically defined divine, or 'God'. While
 the bourgeois-liberal perspective (with severe moral ambivalence in some
 cases and confident self-assurance in others) excluded the entire mass of

 the working people from any real claim to the rights and entitlements of

 nationhood, the rival romantic tendency raised the argument to a plane
 in which all seeming discord was harmonised, not through the actions of
 living and breathing humankind, but through the immutable will of a supe

 rior, transcendent being.

 George Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel grew to philosophical maturity at
 around the time that Kant died and his initial premise was a scarcely dis
 guised contempt for philosophical thinking that even remotely considered

 it possible that ideas so great as 'nation' and 'State' could emerge out of lim
 ited, contingent and isolated actions by finite individuals. Grand outcomes

 such as the 'State' he pointed out, with barely concealed impatience, were 37
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 22 nothing less than the expression of a great ideal, beyond empirical compre
 ° hension. In shifting the discourse to the terrain of theology, Hegel invested

 jjj the 'nation' and its political centre of gravity, the 'State', with a higher
 -§ purpose than the fulfilment of the contingent destinies of finite individu
 u als: this was a purpose that arose from nothing less than a transcendental
 ® investiture.
 q5 This alternative discourse existed right through the Enlightenment

 _Q

 £ though it did not achieve an articulation quite as sharp as in Hegel, in part
 because the anomalies and the unresolved contradictions in empiricist

 $ traditions had not matured and reached a stage when a resolution outside
 the terrain of experience would be considered necessary. Hegel framed,

 -- with deep disdain for empirical reality, which he regarded as illusory and
 o distracting, a ruthlessly synthetic framework, which merged the worlds of
 O perception, fantasy and faith into a uniform whole. Kant's understanding
 Z of rationality, he held, was fatally premised upon the empirical discern
 _ ment of reality and this was little else than a chimera. Empirical reality was
 T illusory at best, deceptive at worst. What the feeble human understanding
 ^ took to be the rock-solid basis of knowledge, i.e., social and material reality,

 was in fact, the mere manifestation of a supernatural reality. As too indeed,

 was consciousness. It was this superior consciousness that in turn, created
 the basis for social concord amidst all the appearances of conflict. And the

 'State' embodied the highest degree of perfection of this consciousness.

 Kant's system was prised open at that singular point of vulnerabil
 ity - the transformation of infinite human actions, by finite individuals,
 each with deeply disruptive effects, into an outcome that is equitable for
 society. Laws were seen neither as arising from the need to curb naturally
 violent dispositions and create a climate of coexistence, nor as the socially
 encoded expression of a natural state of harmony, but from the urge of a

 supernatural 'Idea' to express itself in the finite world. The infirmities in
 Kant's thinking were transformed by Hegel into a system utterly steeped

 in theology, which worked in effect, as a rationale for political conform
 ism. The most striking feature of Hegel's philosophical thought, including

 his political theorising, is his perception that human activity is the mere
 manifestation of the many processes by which the grand supernatural entity

 called the 'Idea' makes its will known. The point is made with absolute clar

 ity in The Philosophy of Right 'Against the doctrine that the idea is a mere

 idea, figment or opinion, philosophy preserves the more profound idea that

 nothing is real except the idea'.68
 What Kant identified as the freedom of the individual to act within

 society in a manner of his choosing, in pursuit of his self-interest, was for

 Hegel, mere 'caprice'. To 'take caprice as freedom may fairly be named a
 delusion', he says. Taking direct aim at the Kantian doctrine as rendered
 by one among many epigones, Hegel poured subtle scorn on the tendency

 38 to identify 'freedom' with 'this formal self-activity'.69 'Since I have the pos
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 sibility of determining myself in this or that way, since I have the power of

 choice, I possess caprice, or what is commonly called freedom. This choice
 is due to the universality of the will, enabling me to make my own this thing
 or another'.

 c

 Synthesis of State and Civil Society jjjL
 These Hegelian locutions represent the merger of several motifs: the sup- ^
 posed collisions between various social actors over resources and the ñ
 reproduction of society within the sphere of 'nature' are all illusory. Hegel 3
 says that in fact, there is no such collision. The 'shallow-minded' believe
 that when a 'nation' is 'ruled by a common spirit, then from below, out of

 the people, will come life sufficient for the discharge of all public business'.

 In Hegel's rather contemptuous description, which it will be obvious, also
 applies to Adam Smith's philosophical construct of 'empathy', the shallow
 empiricists who believed that they had ascended to philosophical virtue,
 were guilty of the greatest impudence in believing that 'living associations,

 united indissolubly by the holy bond of friendship, will devote themselves

 to every side of national service, and every means for educating the people'.

 It is difficult getting to the root of these statements, but nonetheless,

 important to seek that elusive and always mystifying target. In effect, Hegel

 is making a case against the notion that 'empathy' could be a solvent for
 the bitter antagonism between individuals locked in a bourgeois order.
 Neither, it appears, does he have any sympathy with Kant's formulation
 that individuals would in their own enlightenment, submit willingly to a
 social compact that they could design in perfect consonance with personal

 longings and desires.
 Hegel was convinced that this was a 'kind of evil consciousness' cloaked

 in 'wishy-washy eloquence'. It was easily detected though, from its 'most
 unspiritual' character, despite talking very often of the 'spirit'. Just when it

 exhibits the 'greatest self-seeking and vanity', it invokes with great fervour
 and conviction the cause of the 'people' and the 'nation'. But it is not quite

 able to conceal the malignant sources of its origin, since its 'peculiar mark,

 found on its very forehead, is its hatred of law'. It was the greatest conceit,

 or more charitably put, self-delusion, that a rightful system of organising

 a nation-state could be found in the struggles of ordinary human beings.
 'Right and ethical principle, the actual world of right and ethical life, are

 apprehended in thought, and by thought are given definite, general, and
 rational form, and this reasoned right finds expression in law'.

 Hegel evidently found the turbulent political environment of his time

 deeply disturbing. And he was repelled by the philosophical thinking that

 ascribed a higher purpose to turbulence and unending social contention.
 The notion that social harmony, underpinned by an agreed framework of
 law, would evolve out of the competition between individual egotisms, was
 the 'last degree of shallowness'. The fundamental mistake of this brand of 39
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 C2 thinking was that it looked upon science as developing 'not out of thought
 ° or conception, but out of direct perception and random fancy'. It was
 £5 simply illusory to believe that a viable political compact could emerge out
 -Q of the process of negotiation, with individuals and social classes accepting
 u limitations on their 'freedom or caprice', so that in a social framework,
 ^ these would be able to 'subsist alongside of every other individual's caprice'.

 j) The nation was not Hegel's focus so much as the 'State', the politi
 £ cal embodiment of the human collective. And he was deeply unsettled by

 2^ what he perceived to be the 'purest charlatanism' winning the name of
 $ philosophy and making it 'almost a disgrace to speak in a philosophic way

 about the state'. It was perfectly in order then, that 'honest men' should
 — 'become impatient' every time the matter of the state was raised, and that
 o the government should itself turn its attention towards this brand of 'false
 O philosophising'. Unlike in ancient Greece, which was the constant referent
 Z for the European enlightenment, Hegel saw philosophy in his time not as a
 _ 'private art', but as an activity with a 'public place', which should always be

 'employed only in the service of the State'.

 ^ Recent years have seen a resurrection of the debate over Hegel's place
 in the history of ideas and in particular, over the belief that his dense and

 mystifying idiom of expression may have been a cloak for a fairly crass
 apologia for the Prussian State. Irrespective of the academic value of this
 discussion, it clearly seems the case that locutions such as this from the
 Philosophy of Right, leave little room for ambiguity:

 The state is the march of God in the world; its ground or cause is the power of

 reason realising itself as will. When thinking of the idea of the state, we must

 not have in our mind any particular state, or particular institution, but must

 rather contemplate the idea, this actual God, by itself.70

 Mystically endowed as it is, the 'State' cannot exist without an anteced

 ent condition of'civil society', which in turn is premised upon the existence

 of the 'State'. This is a seeming tautology, but in reality, an illustration
 of the Hegelian dialectic playing out in the material world, with various
 aspects of reality always being in a process of emerging in their mutual
 interrelationships. 'The concrete person', says Hegel,

 is a totality of wants and a mixture of necessity and caprice. As such he is one

 of the principles of the civic community. But the particular person is essen

 tially connected with others, and so must call in the assistance of the form of

 universality. This universality is the other principle of the civic community.71

 Separate, individual existences were united in 'civil society', which
 represented the fusion of 'particular subjectivities'. And above all this, the

 'State' represented the universal objectivity. 'The civic community is the
 realm of difference, intermediate between the family and the state, although

 40 its construction followed in point of time the construction of the state'. In
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 achieving this higher synthesis, Hegel transits through several interven- ^
 ing moments. At the foundation are the family and 'the corporation', the c"
 latter referring not to commercial enterprise as currently understood, but 3

 to voluntary groupings such as associations of workmen and guilds. For ^
 advocates of a liberal economy then, these were just remnants of an older c
 time that needed to be replaced or superseded by institutions more in tune SL
 with the times. Hegel viewed this with some alarm: the dismantling of the ^
 'corporation' he warned, was a prescription for destroying civil society and t
 opening the doorway to chaos.72 3

 Nation formation is incomplete without civil society being in place.
 The individual citizen goes through levels of mediation in his engagement
 with the State. These serve to harmonise diverse interests between individu

 als and convert potential sources of conflict into a superior harmony. Hegel

 gets his perceptions upside down, banishing the real world to the ether and

 investing a transcendent being that has no existence outside his imagina
 tion, with ultimate and decisive powers over matters great and small. This

 inversion infects his entire system and colours his construction of civil soci

 ety. Hegel proved thoroughly indifferent to class stratification as he brought

 all the diversities of the social milieu into a mystical union that served the

 higher purposes of the 'State'. Where civil society did not have the means to

 bring all individuals within the compact that would preserve unity and soli

 darity, Hegel invested the 'State' with that coercive power - as in overriding

 parental authority when necessary, to provide all children with inoculations

 against disease, and ensuring that they be sent to school for gaining at least

 the primary stage of education.

 Endowed with a transcendental purpose, the State enjoyed a presump
 tive claim to the loyalty of its citizens. Inequalities of class and status, which

 Kant and others from the Enlightenment tradition recognised, but chose
 to ignore, were swept aside as completely inconsequential, since the higher

 calling of every individual was that of serving the State.

 Years later, a young radical trying to reckon with this mystifying philo

 sophical legacy as waves of political transformation swept across Europe,
 noted that man had a dual existence in Hegel's doctrine: he lived in the
 political community as a 'communal being' and in 'civil society', 'as a pri
 vate individual'. In the latter incarnation, 'man regards other men as means,

 debases himself to a means and becomes a plaything of alien powers'. 'The
 relationship of the political state to civil society', Karl Marx concluded with

 some irony, was 'just as spiritual as the relationship of heaven to earth'.73

 In his Critique of Hegel's Doctrine of the State, Marx had without quite

 calling the authority of the sage into question, wondered at the patently self

 contradictory propositions inherent in his philosophy. 'He may not measure
 the idea by what exists, he must rather measure what exists in accordance

 with the Idea'. The material world, its institutions, its political structures

 were all various stages in the development of the Idea, its grand coming 41
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 22 into being. And in dealing with legislative institutions and their power to
 ° determine the constitutional order within which societies function, Hegel
 £5 ties himself up in knots of amazing complexity, because of his aversion
 -Q towards recognising material reality and human agency, as anything other
 0 than manifestations of an unseen divinity. Here for instance, is how Marx
 1 deals with Hegel's denial of human agency in political processes, referring

 ji particularly to paragraph 298 of the Philosophy of Right

 aj The 'legislature is itself a part of the constitution' which 'lies absolutely outside
 4->

 g- the sphere directly determined by it'. But the constitution did not create itself.
 00 The laws which 'require fresh and extended determination' must surely have
 © been somehow established. A legislature must exist or have existed before the
 I constitution, or apart from the constitution.74

 o~>

 g Hegel proceeds from this account of a constitution manifest by some
 Z miracle of the Idea, independent of human agency, to a consideration of
 ^2 how legislature and executive mesh together to determine the will of the
 " 'State'. Civil society is a key process in that mediation. From the family and

 the corporation, the institutions of the 'estate' in turn evolve, which medi

 ate the relationship between the legislature and the executive authority. Key

 here is the effort to extinguish class differences and the influence of older

 systems of privilege over the new social order. The distinction of classes is

 transported into the domain of the 'estates' and then becomes the legislative

 power, which interfaces with the executive, in turn animated by the spirit of
 the 'Idea' as expressed and embodied by the 'universal class', i.e., the bureau

 cracy. 'In the legislature', Hegel says, 'are at last represented the different
 classes or estates'. These classes, 'considered as a mediating organ, stand
 between the government and the people at large in their several spheres
 and individual capacities'.75 This distinction of classes, 'already present in
 the earlier spheres, is contained also within the strict circumference of the

 political classes generally'.

 As Marx observed, Hegel conceives of these classes by some transmu
 tation of character, acquiring a different significance, 'i.e., one proper not

 to itself but to the world of politics' as mankind ascends from the level
 of engagement within 'civil society' towards the 'state'.76 Returning once
 again to the heaven and earth analogy, Marx remarked with heavy irony,
 that Hegel's seeming recognition of the 'estates' as 'social classes', was little

 else than an effort at mystifying the reality of a severely class differentiated

 society: 'just as the Christians are equal in heaven though unequal on earth,
 the individual members of the people became equal in the heaven of their

 political world, though unequal in their earthly existence in society'.77

 'Civil society' as a theoretical construct in Hegel's doctrine, was about
 submerging antagonisms, into a higher, divinely ordained sense of concord.
 To the extent that the Hegelian perception has had a bearing on contem

 42 porary understanding, 'civil society' - as a process of transforming minute
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 00
 c
 7C
 C

 particularities in a complex and evolving society, into a unified perception

 which feeds into state policy - is an infirm concept. Since being dismissed

 as a vacuous theoretical construct by Marx, 'civil society' receded into the ^
 background as far as active theoretical engagement went. But the maturing

 of bourgeois society meant that it acquired a practical relevance that could

 not be ignored. For a later generation of Marxist thinkers, 'civil society' was Ë
 a fact of life, associated with part of the hegemonic apparatus of bourgeois

 2
 c
 -j

 society. 3
 3

 Following Marx's analysis of the first stages in the evolution of capitalist

 society, Antonio Gramsci found on his study of mature bourgeois culture,

 that 'civil society' was a key part of this edifice. A social group had to estab

 lish its hegemony before winning power and this meant securing the consent

 of the governed, as the democratic veneer over underlying relations of eco

 nomic coercion. In 'countries of the West' - by which Gramsci undoubtedly

 intended the early industrialising countries - there existed a 'proper relation

 between State and civil society'.78 It was essential here for the proletariat

 to wage a 'war of position' since 'civil society' is the first line of defence of

 bourgeois society and would need to be dismantled before a frontal assault.

 Gramsci's use of the analogies of politics and warfare does induce a
 degree of confusion. It seems highly plausible that his thinking was influ

 enced deeply by the experience of the First World War, which stained
 Europe deep in red with the introduction of mechanised techniques into
 'wars of manoeuvre' between States. This meant in his estimation, that

 in wars between 'the more industrially and socially advanced States', the
 technique of outright assault, 'must be considered as reduced to more of
 a tactical option than a strategic function'. That same lowering of strategic
 options, said Gramsci, 'must take place in the art and science of polities'. In

 at least the most advanced States, it was necessary to account for the pres
 ence of 'civil society' as a 'very complex structure and one which is resistant

 to the catastrophic 'incursions' of the immediate economic element (crises,

 depressions, etc.). The superstructures of civil society are like the trench
 systems of modern warfare'.79

 A little later, Gramsci seems to reverse the metaphor. Civil society is
 no longer the 'trench' protecting the bourgeois State, but a deeper defen
 sive line. In fact, his language seems to suggest that it is neither an advance

 guard nor a rearguard of the bourgeois State, but an entity that is inextri

 cably mixed up with it. The general notion of the State, he says, 'includes

 elements which need to be referred back to the notion of civil society (in

 the sense that one might say that State = political society + civil society, in

 other words hegemony protected by the armour of coercion'. The socialist

 orthodoxy then, was that the State would 'wither away' following the social

 ist revolution. But Gramsci saw this as a possibility in a bourgeois order:
 a doctrine of the State which conceives it as 'capable of withering away
 and of being subsumed into regulated society', it would also be possible, 43
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 22 he argued, to imagine 'the coercive element of the State withering away by
 ° degrees, as ever-more conspicuous elements of regulated society (or ethical
 jjj State or civil society) make their appearance'.80
 -Q Bourgeois society deemed those without means as effective wage slaves,
 u who were not sovereign individuals and by that token, incapable of exer
 ^ cising the rights and liberties of citizenship. This was a doctrine violently

 ju in conflict though, with the practical compulsions of bourgeois society.
 £ Working class people had to volunteer to serve in the armies that fought

 ^ national wars and be available to sell their labour-power for wages, to
 $ perpetuate the process of capitalist accumulation. This identity of interests
 -- between the bourgeoisie and the working class, was contingent and tenu
 —■ ous, prone to violent disruption at regular intervals.
 o Years after Hegel, the Marxist philosopher Jurgen Habermas rendered
 O much needed clarity to 'civil society', both in terms of concept and histori
 Z cal fact, with his construct of the 'public sphere'. The 'public sphere', he
 _ said, takes on political functions specific to that period of 'the developmen

 tal history of civil society as a whole in which commodity exchange and

 ^ social labour became largely emancipated from government directives'.81
 Coercion yields to consent in perpetuating the commodity exchange

 on which the bourgeois order rests: the recruitment of social labour in the

 reproduction of capitalist relations. It is a consensus arrived at in complex

 fashion, never conforming to any predetermined or predictable template. It

 is in part determined by the manner in which social forces are represented
 in political institutions, by the political bargains struck over economic and

 social welfare policy. 'Civil society' here departs from its Hegelian roots,
 where it is the embodiment of a divine will acting through family and
 corporation to achieve a fusion of will with the State. It becomes a 'public
 sphere' where social groups contend and engage through organised appara
 tuses of information exchange and political bargaining. The final outcome
 of this engagement in the happiest instances is the perfect liberal-consti
 tutional order seen in numerous variants in Europe in the twentieth cen

 tury, where a gradual widening of the franchise fostered the illusion of an

 inclusive polity. And with the transition to the 'welfare state' idiom, begin

 ning with the Great Depression of the 1930s and consecrated as official
 policy following the Second World War, the nature of the public sphere,
 as Habermas viewed it, underwent subtle but significant transformations.

 The public sphere 'stood or fell with the principle of universal access',
 since one that excluded specific groups on account of identity or class,
 was indeed, 'not a public sphere at all'. As a construct, the 'public sphere'
 needed the necessary safeguard that 'economic and social conditions'
 would not deny anybody admission, that specifically, all who desired could

 'earn the qualifications for private autonomy that made for the educated
 and property-owning person'.82

 44 This did not at the theoretical level, manage to confront Marx's devas
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 tating critique that 'civil society' was a domain of rampant inequality which

 stood - beyond anodyne expressions of commitment to supposedly eternal

 values such as democracy - in contradiction with the juridical promises of
 equality held out by the State.83 But mature bourgeois society was show
 ing the means of addressing these rampant inequities at a practical level.
 Particularly important here were the growth of an industrial press and the

 rapid bourgeois colonisation of the apparatuses of political propaganda,
 propped up the mythology of a public sphere that all had equal access to.
 At a later stage, these fictions merged with the institution of concrete and

 specific welfare measures that made the social 'inclusion' promised under
 the bourgeois order at least a faintly perceptible reality.84

 Consent of the Excluded

 Social labour could conceivably be recruited through processes of consent,
 where coercive apparatuses are hidden. That cannot be taken for granted
 when mass recruitment is called for in fighting the wars of the nation state.

 In creating the basis on which this manner of a mass volunteer force could

 be created to bear arms for the nation, the State calls on a complex mix of

 motivations and compulsions, such as, the need for the working masses to

 ensure that the economy did not falter, or in other words, to buy into the

 bourgeois mythology that their well-being depended on the unimpeded
 progress of capital accumulation, which was also a vector for the values of

 culture and civilisation uniquely imbedded in their society. These seeming
 identities of interest in embarking on wars involving the 'nation' are often

 created through the organised propaganda apparatus of the State and often
 enough invented to suit the political exigencies of the moment.

 'Identity', a notion that underpins the sense of belonging to a nation,

 is the ideological device that serves these multiple ends. With all the energy

 spent in its dissection, 'identity' remains elusive as both concept and
 practice. Historians argue unendingly about when the notion became an
 ingredient in political mobilisation, and political scientists wonder about
 its unique power to move masses to great acts of destruction. As an aspect

 of lives really lived, 'identity' is heavily infused with affect and emotion, not

 easily addressed through rational processes of thought. In modern politics,

 it is necessarily conjoined with the issue of territoriality. Nationality pro

 vides a contingent answer to the question of identity. And in the manner
 that it has been constructed, nationhood also comes with the affirmation of
 an absolute territorial claim. A 'nation' is the exclusive territorial domain

 of persons who share an 'identity'. It is sovereign political territory, where

 people of a shared identity construct in accordance with agreed rules, a
 'State' that governs their lives. The fusion of identity - understood as both

 innate and primordial - with an exclusive territoriality conforms to the
 construction of the 'nation' as a quasi-religious entity, administered by the
 ecclesiastical order of the bureaucratic 'State'.

 3
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 By the mid-nineteenth century, liberalism was triumphant in all of
 Europe. The 1848 revolutions that ran like a 'bushfire across frontiers,
 countries and even oceans'85 represent the point of transition, 'potentially

 the first global revolution', which within a matter of weeks had overturned

 governments 'in an area of Europe which is today occupied by all or part
 of ten states'. And yet, within six months, its 'universal defeat was safely

 j3 predictable'.86
 £ The 'age of empire' began as the revolutionary tide ebbed and Europe
 2^ fell back into the comfort of a settled bourgeois-liberal order. Consolidation
 $ of domestic political harmony was the other side of imperial expansion.

 France had ventured into a system of universal suffrage during the fervour

 — of its revolution, but soon found the practice ill-suited to the sustenance of
 o privilege and wealth. Over the decades that followed, as its far-flung empire
 O began absorbing its industrial products and bringing in assured supplies
 Z of vital raw material, the sharp edges came off the confrontation between
 _ the bourgeoisie and the working class. Démocratisation of politics at home
 T became a much more realistic prospect, one that would not undermine
 ;> social harmony and an order based on privilege.

 Relatively settled times allow greater latitude for political reform initia

 tives. From the second half of the nineteenth century, the franchise gradu

 ally began to be expanded in most western European countries, principally

 Germany and France, till by the later decades, both could claim that they
 had instituted systems of universal suffrage. 'Universalism' as a term did
 not of course include women then, since it was considered far beyond the

 realm of imagination that women should enjoy the right to vote. In the
 1870s, Hobsbawm estimates from the example of Germany, France and the
 US, which had instituted the unrestricted franchise for the adult male pop

 ulation that a European country with roughly similar demographics should

 have between 20 and 25 per cent of its population as enfranchised voters.
 Yet, for Britain, the percentage of the population that had the right to vote

 remained at an abysmal 8 per cent and in the Kingdom of Italy, which had

 just been consolidated into a 'nation' from a host of petty principalities, it

 was a purely token one per cent.87

 Projects of overseas conquest gained a fresh impetus in the years that

 followed. With the entities now known as Germany, Italy and Spain hav
 ing in varying degrees, completed by then the process that we now know
 as 'national unification', there was more intense competition for markets
 that could provide the room demanded by the burgeoning ambitions of
 national bourgeoisies. Particularly significant in their participation in the
 program of aggrandisement of the nation, were the middle strata, hitherto
 rather unsure of the loyalty they owed the nation and of their place within

 its social and political hierarchy. Those who responded most ardently to the

 'nationalist bugles', says Hobsbawm, 'were to be found somewhere between

 46 the established upper classes of society and the peasants and proletarians at
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 the bottom'. For these classes, patriotism compensated for 'social inferior- ^
 ity' and enabled a vicarious sense of participation in the life of the high c"
 bourgeoisie, whose status they aspired to. Service in expanding the reach of 3

 the empire, often in military uniform, gave them in the ironic term used by ^
 the British upper class, the status of 'temporary gentlemen'.88 c

 The mutual accommodation between Europe's imperialist powers, as £L
 worked out at the Congress of Berlin in 1878, had established a tenuous §=
 peace within the continent. Britain, France, Russia and Germany - and n
 the lesser players who participated eagerly in the chorus of consent - then 3
 forced the debilitated Ottoman empire to back down on more ambitious
 territorial claims and compelled smaller nationalities to cede ground to
 their voracious expansionist urges. Yet, imperialist ambitions and rivalries

 remained uncontained. In November 1884, Germany under Bismarck's
 stewardship, hosted another Congress of Berlin, ostensibly to discuss a
 number of burgeoning disputes over Africa.

 Britain had in 1882, bought outright control over the Suez Canal
 and occupied Egypt as an additional insurance against an erosion of its
 monopoly over the sea-lanes to the east. It had in the process throttled an

 incipient nationalist tendency in Egypt and returned a discredited ruling
 elite to power. But the logic of imperial expansion as always, acquired its
 own momentum. Britain was soon venturing into the Sudan under the
 compulsion of consolidating its territorial control over Egypt by establish

 ing its absolute mastery over the entire Nile Valley.

 Elsewhere, France was completing a military conquest of Tunisia,
 driven into this territory by the ineluctable colonialist logic of its settle
 ments in Algeria. Already deeply resentful of Britain's hegemony over Egypt

 which it regarded as part of its cultural hinterland, France suffered another

 massive eruption of aggravation with Britain, now operating with client
 states like Portugal, over navigation rights in the Congo basin.

 Through prolonged deliberations that stretched on from November
 1884 into the early months of the next year, the Berlin congress that
 Bismarck had summoned evolved an agreed blueprint for the division of
 Africa. The latter half of the nineteenth century was a period of gigantic

 global movements of people and of capital. It was in this sense, the first
 wave of globalisation and with the imperial nations being in absolute con
 trol, there was no challenge to the pretence of a benefit for all. Between 1820

 and 1920, it is estimated that the territory today constituting the United

 States of America, drew a total of 33.6 million immigrants from various

 parts of Europe. The largest number, over half of the total, came from the

 British Isles. Earlier immigrants had suffered some moral qualms about
 their relationship with the native inhabitants of the American continent. By

 the second half of the nineteenth century, as the immigrant wave swelled

 and settlements spread rapidly towards the Great Plains of the American
 continent, these moral ambiguities were decisively banished.89 Darwin's 47
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 22 evolutionary theory was by now firmly established in the realm of science,
 ^ and it was not an impossible feat, to leap from the competitive struggle for

 •¡j survival that was understood to be the fundamental impetus of species evo
 -Q lution, to a 'devil take the hindmost' theory of social development,
 u By the early years of the twentieth century, the American frontier had
 ® been reached. With this, the putative 'neutral ground' on which the impe
 <¡j rialist powers could state their appetites for territorial conquest, had effec
 £ tively run out. The virulent urges that had incubated and bred in Europe

 were rapidly turning in upon the continent. In 1914, as Germany and

 $ Britain formally declared war and he watched the gaslights being turned
 -- off in the streets of London, a British cabinet minister observed rather

 ° gloomily, that 'the lamps were going out all over Europe'. There was little
 o likelihood, he predicted, that they would be lit again during his lifetime.90
 O For the working class movements, the seductive pull of nationalism was
 Z not quite as strong. Indeed, many of them, especially those in multinational
 _ states like Austria-Hungary, fought a desperate rearguard against disinte
 T gration on ethnic lines.91 And in the industrialised nations of Europe, such
 •£. as Britain, France and Germany, working class movements continued to be

 torn between the competing pulls of internationalism and their loyalty to

 the nation state. These tensions remained submerged for long, though they

 must have surfaced, in ways yet undocumented, through the last quarter of

 the nineteenth century, when the European imperialist project was torn,
 undecided between its claims to universal benevolence and its inherently

 predatory instincts. But as a catastrophic war between the European impe
 rialists loomed, the working class movement could no longer evade the
 issue. And the final resolution of this question was scarred by bitterness and

 rancour, with the internationalists virulently denouncing the labour move
 ments that chose to cast their lot with the war effort, as 'social chauvinists'.

 Variously called the Great War or the first inter-imperialist confla
 gration, the conflict in Europe between 1914 and 1918 is now referred
 to almost universally, as the First World War. For this name to stick, it
 is of course necessary that there should have been a second visitation of
 war on the same scale. And this knowledge does not occur prospectively.
 Between 1918 - when the armistice was concluded between Britain, France,

 Germany, Russia and the other belligerent powers of Europe - and 1939,
 when conflict once again broke out in Europe, it could be argued that the
 world never really ceased fighting. First there was the Russian revolution
 and the civil war that followed, with all the European powers seeking to
 turn back the tide of socialist revolution. All through this period, there

 were unending battles being waged in the Balkans. Italy was bringing Libya
 under its iron heel through a series of campaigns that went on till the late
 1920s. And meanwhile, the British mandate in Palestine and Mesopotamia
 (as it was then called), not to mention the authority that the French had

 48 garnered from the pompously named League of Nations to administer the
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 Syrian Arab territories, were precipitating a series of armed skirmishes and
 full-scale insurrections. To add to this chronicle of incessant strife, there

 was the Japanese invasion of China beginning in 1931, the Spanish Civil
 War in 1936, and the excruciating internal warfare within the Soviet Union,

 which was then in the throes of'socialist construction' as conceived by Josef
 Stalin.

 All European industrial states were by this time, arenas of bitter con
 frontation between the working class and the bourgeoisie. The working
 class, deprived in most part of all political entitlements, were in much in the

 same manner of the assembly line which had then begun to revolutionise
 production techniques, recruited for battle and marched into the killing
 fields of the First World War, in the name of nation and State. This was

 the application to mass killing, of all the scientific and industrial principles

 that Europe had perfected over the preceding century-and-a-half. And the

 disenfranchised of all the European powers, were the raw material of this

 social experiment.

 In the following years, the working classes demanded the recognition of

 their contribution to the national war effort and the privileged strata sought,

 to the extent possible, to resist these demands. War resumed between the
 European powers in 1939, when the scars were yet to heal from the confla

 gration that with gigantically misplaced optimism, was declared at an end

 in 1918. The guns finally fell silent in 1945, bringing to an end a traumatic

 period that has with some justice been characterised as the 'thirty-one
 years' world war'.92 The lights that had gone out all over Europe had been

 lit once again, though not with the old luminescence. Europe was now very

 much an understudy in the imperial pecking order, having yielded pre
 eminence to its creation on the other bank of the Atlantic Ocean.

 British, French and Dutch colonies that had fallen to hostile powers
 during the Second World War were soon reoccupied. Colonies in Africa
 that had not been direct theatres of war began to feel the bite of colonial

 exploitation more sharply than before, as waning imperial powers sought
 to embellish rapidly fading glories. The days of European colonialism were

 irretrievably past, though the powers that had determined the destinies
 of millions of subjects were yet to realise it. The Dutch made an effort to

 bring Indonesia back under their sway, as did the French in Vietnam and
 the British in the Malayan peninsula. The British began a ruthless process
 of expropriation of land and ethnic cleansing in Kenya, as the French did in

 Algeria and the Belgians in Congo. They were met in all cases by organised

 nationalist resistance and barely managed to script a face-saving exit, in
 virtually all instances, leaving the larger job of managing the integration of

 the newly liberated territories into the global system of power, to Europe's
 creation on the other bank of the Atlantic.

 Africa rose up in a mass upsurge against Europe in the years after the

 Second World War, but the colonial masters were again, not quite inclined
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 22 to let go. In Kenya, the British fought the uprising of the Kenyan African
 ° Union - and the rather derogatorily named Mau Mau rebellion - through

 an overt policy of pacification and racial re-engineering. The demand

 -Q that the colonial expropriation of land - which reserved the most fertile
 u tracts for the white settler community - be overturned and appropriate
 ^ restitution be made to the African population, was met with a strategy of

 jü destroying existing patterns of habitation and clustering all the troublesome
 £ 'natives' into designated sites which could be garrisoned by occupation

 forces. In Algeria, the French began a systematic process of extermination

 against recalcitrant natives, justifying the harshness of their measures by

 — merely invoking the complete ignorance - if not disdain - that the rebels
 — displayed towards civilised rules of engagement in warfare.
 o

 o Fading Colonial Conceits
 Z This moralistic frenzy by the fading colonial powers perhaps drew no more
 _ powerful response Jean-Paul Sartre'. Addressing a rally for peace in Algeria
 T in 1956, the French philosopher, litterateur and resistance hero from the
 ^ dark years of Nazi occupation, warned against succumbing to the seduc

 tions of neo-colonialism: 'Neocolonialists think that there are some good
 colonists and some very wicked ones, and that it is the fault of the latter that

 the situation of the colonies has deteriorated'. To the argument then being

 advanced that the Algerian uprising had been born entirely in the hopeless
 and demeaning poverty that the natives endured, Sartre offered the follow

 ing riposte, unceremoniously puncturing the French conceit that having
 introduced the colonial system, they also held the solution to its worst ills:

 It is true that the majority of the Algerians live in intolerable poverty; but it is

 also true that the necessary reforms can be implemented neither by the good

 colonists nor by France herself, as long as she intends to maintain her sover

 eignty in Algeria. These reforms will be the business of the Algerian people

 themselves, when they have won their freedom.

 The fact simply was that colonisation was 'neither a series of chance
 occurrences nor the statistical result of thousands of individual undertak

 ings'. It was a system rather, 'which was put in place around the middle of

 the nineteenth century, began to bear fruit in about 1880, started to decline

 after the First World War, and is today turning against the colonising
 nation'.93

 In defiance of the predominant mood of condemning the violence
 unleashed in Algeria's struggle, Sartre asked his audience to focus on the
 foundational violence - the denial of the humanity of an enslaved people

 - always present though not overtly expressed, in the logic of colonialism.
 One of the most salutary effects of colonialism, he argued with little regard

 for the political risks he ran in an environment of heightened national
 50 chauvinism, was that it had taught the natives that 'no solution was possible
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 7T
 C

 other than force': 'The only good thing about colonialism is that, in order

 to last, it must show itself to be intransigent, and that, by its intransigence,

 it prepares its ruin'.94 3
 Nationalism was the mode of political organisation forged by the 2,

 European enlightenment and its obverse side was imperialism. Within the c
 colonies of Europe, the popular mobilisation of resistance crafted a new E
 idiom of nationalism. Ethnic homogeneity and shared cultural and Unguis- §
 tic attributes were relatively minor attributes within the new nationalism.

 More central to the sustenance of the new nationalism and its growing 3
 legitimacy was the popular determination to be free and the shared expe
 riences of struggling for liberation from colonial oppression. There were
 several respects in which the new wave of nationalism was distinct from the

 old. To name just two: it was inclusive rather than exclusive on grounds of

 language or ethnicity and focused around the State as an embodiment of
 the collective popular will of the 'national community'. Not surprisingly,
 the nations that came into being after the terminal crisis of European colo

 nialism, invested great legitimacy and power in the State, in a manner that

 the laissez faire philosophers of the nineteenth century, all of them ardent

 nationalists, could not possibly have conceived.
 Newly independent nations however, inherited a status in the global

 division of labour that was deeply imbedded in colonialism and serviced by

 a financial system whose levers were entirely held by imperial powers old

 and new. Certain among the post-colonial states began their own 'nation
 building' efforts with the promise of lifting vast populations out of poverty

 by the bootstraps. A strategy of planned growth focusing on the constel
 lation that had propelled the second industrial revolution in the West
 - machine tools, steel and electricity - was seen as the way forward to a
 future of promise. These efforts though were severely impaired by resource

 scarcities, technological lacunae, and infrastructural gaps that led to very
 poor returns on initial investment for a capital-scarce country.

 In the Western industrialised states, the years after the Second World

 War were also a time for rethinking the role of the State in public affairs.

 The impetus here came from the mass enlistment of the working classes
 in the armed forces and the promise held out then, that victory in this
 climactic struggle for world peace would bring immense rewards for those

 at the bottom of the social hierarchy. Also significant was the memory
 of the Great Depression that intervened between the two world wars. As

 Hobsbawm puts it, World War II was 'for those on the winning side, not
 merely a struggle for military victory, but - even in Britain and the US - for

 a better society.'95 It was for this reason that the British war-time govern
 ment under the arch social conservative and political reactionary, Winston
 Churchill, committed itself 'to a comprehensive welfare state and full
 employment'. It was no coincidence indeed that the Beveridge report (after

 a commission headed by William Beveridge), which laid out the contours 51
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 [2 and parameters of a welfare state, was published in 1942, 'as black a year as
 ® any in Britain's desperate war'.96

 L_
 QJ

 ■q Welfarism and Developmentalism
 t! The welfare state has been differently conceived and constructed. The legal
 ® status welfare claimants enjoy may differ widely, as too would the level

 ju and coverage of benefits offered and the overall significance and weight
 £ of the welfare state within the national economy. But there are certain

 similarities and convergences in the manner in which the welfare principle

 ^ has been operationalised in different countries.97 One of the key features
 -- of the welfare state is redistribution through progressive taxation; another
 — is a compulsory and collective arrangement whereby today's economically
 o active population pays for the welfare of senior citizens, and in turn, sets
 O apart sufficient savings both in a personal and a national pool, to provide
 2 for themselves in years of retirement. There is a wide range of national
 _ arrangements that the industrialised nations have been put in place to meet
 T welfare commitments. In the US, social security for senior citizens is funded

 entirely out of their past savings and the current savings of the active popu

 lation. In several countries of Europe, though, social security and old-age
 pensions are paid out of current tax revenues.

 A reaction against this system of welfarism began in the 1970s, prin
 cipally in the US and the UK. Full employment, it was found, was a good
 advertisement for the capitalist system - then under challenge from the
 ostensibly socialist endeavour of the Soviet Union - but it also added to the

 strength of trade union movements, enabling them to drive hard wage bar

 gains. In a situation where employers sought to protect their profits despite

 high wage bills, this led to what is called the wage-price spiral and rampant

 inflation through the 1970s, a problem considerably aggravated by the
 surge in international commodity prices, led by the oil producers' initiative

 through the Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC).
 Concurrently, a sensibility also grew that the high and progressive

 rates of taxation that had been put in place for sustaining the welfare state,

 eroded the incentive to produce efficiently and compete in the market. The

 assurances that they would be protected against unemployment and job
 insecurity, in turn destroyed the workers' incentive to sustain productivity

 and industrial competitiveness.

 This attack on the welfare system is often called the Reagan-Thatcher
 revolution, though counter-revolution would be the more appropriate
 description, for it successfully accomplished a retrogression in human
 thought by a century (if not more), to the ill-remembered days of Social
 Darwinism. The central components of this counter-revolution were a
 sharp cut in taxes for those at the upper end of the scale of income and
 wealth, a hike in the compulsory payments required from the working class
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 for the sustenance of the social welfare system, and a cutback in public
 expenditure in areas deemed better served by private enterprise.

 Between them, these policy changes induced a crunching recession in
 the industrialised world in the early-1980s, which soon spread to the global

 economy. The concurrent, massive build-up in military expenditure in the

 US, led to a bloating of the budget deficit which sucked in a large part of

 global savings and hardened interest rates. Developing countries, which
 had borrowed to support ambitious development schemes in the 1970s,
 were suddenly obliged to deal with a huge increase in interest payments and

 quite possibly, a default on debt servicing. At the same time, because of the

 recession in the industrialised countries, demand for primary commodities

 fell precipitously and with it, the prices that developing country export
 ers could command. Higher interest rates in turn, meant that developing
 countries could not hold sufficient stocks of these commodities to support

 price stabilisation efforts.98

 Over the next decade, one developing country after another was sucked

 into the international debt crisis and forced to adopt 'structural adjustment

 programs' dictated by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the
 World Bank. The epidemic began in Latin America, and soon spread to
 Africa. Both these continents suffered significant drains of capital through

 the decade of the 1980s. Asia continued to have positive flows, with China

 and India particularly, entering the international finance market as big
 borrowers in the 1980s. But for India at least, the good fortune ran out by

 1990, with the explosion of international petroleum prices following Iraq's

 aggression against Kuwait. Having tentatively stepped into the tutelary
 orbit of the IMF in 1982, India chose in 1991 to accept the firm embrace of
 its structural adjustment policies.

 All developing countries went through a period during their decoloni
 sation struggles, when they were playgrounds for Cold War antagonisms.
 This was particularly the case for the late decolonising countries, i.e., those
 that consummated their struggles for independence after the 1950s, when

 Cold War paranoia had become congealed, impermeable to reason. Big
 power meddling, particularly by Britain and France, whose dreams of end

 less imperial glory were proving particularly difficult to dispel, played a role

 in fomenting ethnic strife in several of these countries during their libera

 tion struggles. The US as the legatee of European colonialism, enforcing a
 new regime of dominance through the remote and impersonal laws of the

 free market, inherited the responsibility of keeping these antagonisms alive.

 The last great wave of decolonisation, which occurred in the mid-1970s

 when the Portuguese empire in Africa crumbled, coincided with a severe
 crisis for US hegemony. The liberation movements that had fought for
 freedom in southern Africa were aligned in theoretical posture, with social

 ism. They potentially represented an accretion to the geopolitical strength
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 22 of the Soviet Union. To make matters worse for the US, the Vietnamese had

 triumphed after years of heroic struggle against a systematic campaign of

 |¡j genocide. Saigon had fallen and the last of the imperial forces on Vietnamese
 ■§ territory had pulled out in tumultuous and ignominious retreat,
 o Like preceding regimes that had emerged from the struggle against
 ® colonialism, these too, promised in the euphoria of liberation that citizens

 ju would be treated with fairness and equity, that nobody would suffer dis
 £ crimination on grounds of race, ethnicity, tribal affiliation, gender or reli

 ga gion. Since few of these countries could afford to give excessive sway to the
 $ corrosive forces of free competition, they made a conscious decision that
 _ the State would function as an arbiter, ensuring a system of fairness and
 — equity. The State would also be the agent of development, of ensuring not
 0s merely that existing resources are deployed equitably, but of securing above
 O this basic commitment, the access of each of its citizens to opportunities.
 Z These were the basic commitments of the developmental state as it
 _ came into existence in several newly liberated countries. By the 1980s, these
 T promises were already proving hollow. Ethnic strife engulfed many newly
 ;> liberated nations, and a financial crisis, which discredited - if it did not

 directly indict - the ruling elites, began to devastate all pretences of policy

 autonomy. By the late-1980s, the nation-state as constituted in the struggle

 against colonialism, faced seemingly lethal challenges both from above and

 below. The demands of international finance were beginning to drain it of

 precious capital and burgeoning strife between communities - ethnic, lin
 guistic and religious - accentuated by the famine of resources, had begun to
 seriously erode the democratic commitments these States were founded on.

 What has been called the decade of 'globalisation', between 1991 and
 2001, could also be viewed as a conjunction of these two crises - of the
 welfare state and the developmental state. It is a crisis that sharply accentu

 ated disparities, constricted creative thinking on the possibilities of social

 and human betterment, and enforced a mindless conformity with the
 neo-liberal economic policy consensus. The 11 September terrorist attacks
 in the US, represented - and this is no mere coincidence - the crumbling
 of that illusion. The world has since then lurched into another phase of
 seemingly generalised conflict, the disintegration of states, and spreading

 human misery. Seeking a pathway out of the enveloping chaos, could well
 be about shedding nationalist vanities and embracing an internationalism
 that goes beyond the tyrannies of recently confected identities and cultures.
 The alternative could well be a descent into barbarism.

 Notes and References

 1 Eric Hobsbawm, Nations and Nationalism since 1780, Programme, Myth, Reality,
 Cambridge, 1992, p. 192.

 2 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of
 Nationalism, London, 1992, p. xii.
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 It must be added here, that his effort in a second edition of the book to explicate
 and even tone down some of the more radical predictions of the first, was nei
 ther particularly convincing nor in the reading of most, necessary. Hobsbawm,
 'Nationalism in the late twentieth century'(chapter 6), Nations and Nationalism
 since 1780, Programme, Myth, Reality.

 Mention may be made here of the Greek civil war and the Korean war, which both
 began immediately after the end of the Second World War; the decolonisation
 of India and the Holocaust of the partition of the sub-continent, which has left
 the still unresolved legacy of the Kashmir dispute between the two nations that
 emerged; the violence which attended the efforts by colonial powers to re-occupy
 territories lost to advancing German and Japanese forces during the war, leading
 to a left-wing insurgency and its brutal suppression in the Malayan peninsula, and
 full-blown war lasting decades in Vietnam. And then of course, there was the Arab
 Israeli war of 1948, which ended in the creation of an enclave of settler colonialism

 that today is potentially the most explosive flashpoint in global politics. Since the
 1980s of course, conflict has been endemic in several among the nation states that

 were earlier considered stable, bound internally by a strong popular democratic
 consensus, such as India, Algeria, Nigeria, Indonesia, and several others.

 Amartya Sen has in recent times drawn attention to the multiple identities that any

 one individual could lay claim to and the contextual nature of the assertion of any
 one of these. See his Identity and Violence, The Illusion of Destiny, London, 2006.

 Karl Deutsch observes: 'The nation-state offers most of its members a stronger
 sense of security, belonging, or affiliation, and even personal identity than does
 any alternative large group'. Quoted in Mathew Horsman and Andrew Marshall,
 After the Nation-state, London, 1995, p. ix. The countries that Deutsch refers to,
 needless to say, are mostly European or those - such as the US and Australia - that

 have established a derivative identity through the supplanting or extermination of
 native communities and cultures.

 Anthony D Smith, Nations and Nationalism in a Global Era, Oxford, 1995, p. 57
 Ibid., p. 159-60.
 Ibid., p. 159.
 The reference here is to the red-and-white bicolour that since about the First

 World War, became the emblem of Polish independence partisan.
 Milan Kundera, The Curtain, An Essay in Seven Parts, London, 2007, p. 33.
 Ibid., pp. 40-47.
 Hobsbawm, Nations and Nationalism since 1780, Programme, Myth, Reality, pp.
 35-37.

 Cited in Kundera, The Curtain, An Essay in Seven Parts, p. 38.
 E.J. Hobsbawm, Nations and Nationalism since 1780, Programme, Myth, Reality, p.
 5.

 Lenin's recognition of the Poles as an independent nation should offer sufficient
 illumination on the legitimacy in a socialist context, of his successor's decision
 in 1939, to allow a German fascist regime to take over the entire territory of that
 people as part of its nationalist patrimony.
 Ernest Gellner, among the most authoritative of modern scholars in nationalism,

 has suggested that elite political action frequently serves the function of bringing

 the 'nation' with all its emblems, into existence. But once constituted, recruiting
 the mass of citizens to nationalist loyalty requires a common sense of belonging,
 a shared idiom of discourse. Gellner lays importance on the centrality of mass
 education here. Turning around Max Weber's famous locution that the State in
 a democratic nation retains the monopoly of 'legitimate violence', Gellner has
 argued that the 'monopoly of legitimate education is now more important, more
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 central, than is the monopoly of legitimate violence'. See Ernest Gellner, Nations
 and Nationalism, Cornell, 1983, p. 29.

 18 All quotes from Lenin can be found in the following texts: 'Theses on the National

 Question', Collected Works, Moscow, 1977, Vol. XIX, pp. 243-51; and 'Cultural
 National' Autonomy', Collected Works, Vol. XIX, pp. 503-57.

 19 Hobsbawm, Nations and Nationalism since 1780, Programme, Myth, Reality, p. 10.
 20 Ibid., p. 60.
 21 Ibid., p. 5.
 22 Albert Soboul, Understanding the French Revolution, Paris, 1988, p. 194. (Also avail

 able in an Indian edition by Peoples' Publishing House, New Delhi, 1989).
 23 Maurice Block, cited in Hobsbawm, Nations and Nationalism since 1780,

 Programme, Myth, Reality, p. 19.

 24 Ibid., p. 21.
 25 Soboul, Understanding the French Revolution, p. 197-98.
 26 Ibid., p. 199.
 27 Ibid., p. 199-200.
 28 Ibid., p. 323.
 29 Cited in Albert Soboul, Understanding the French Revolution, pp. 196-97.
 30 The Coming of the French Revolution, (RR Palmer translation), Princeton, 1947,

 p. 98.
 31 Ibid., p. 101.
 32 Soboul, Understanding the French Revolution, p. 207.
 33 George Rude, Revolutionary Europe, 1783-1825, Fontana History of Europe,

 London, 1989, pp. 108-14.
 34 Ibid., p. 139.
 35 Ibid., p. 207.
 36 Ibid., p. 160.
 37 Soboul, Understanding the French Revolution, p. 168.
 38 Ibid., p. 208.
 39 Ibid., p. 218.
 40 For a detailed account of how Napoleon's mission to Egypt evolved through these

 setbacks to finally wind up on an equivocal note, see Paul Strathen, Napoleon in
 Egypt, Vintage, London, 2008.

 41 Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations, Edwin Cannan edition, New York, 1937, p.
 531-32.

 42 Ibid., pp. 547-48.
 43 Ibid., pp. 552-53.
 44 Edward Said, Orientalism, Western Conceptions of the Orient, London, 1995, p. 219.

 45 David Harvey, The Enigma of Capital and the Crises of Capitalism, London, 2011,
 p. 154.

 46 Ibid.

 47 Edward Said in Orientalism (p. 74), for instance, puts this phase of conflict down to

 national competition, which would be accurate since the vectors of the nationalist
 idea then were commercial enterprises seeking overseas monopolies.

 48 Maurice Dobb provides an account of Ricardo's pessimism about the prospects of
 capitalist accumulation in his classic Theories of Value and Distribution since Adam
 Smith, Cambridge, 1973.

 49 The point is made with little ambiguity by the man who is in the vulgar under
 standing, portrayed as the father of laissez faire economics. 'What the common
 wages of labour are', he argues, 'depends ever where upon the contract usually
 made between these two parties, whose interests are by no means the same.... It is
 not, however, difficult to foresee which of the two parties must, upon all ordinary
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 occasions, have the advantage in the dispute, and force the other into compli
 ance with their terms. The masters, being fewer in number, can combine much
 more easily, and the laws, besides, authorises, or at least does not prohibit their
 combinations, while it prohibits those of the workmen Masters are always and
 everywhere in a sort of tacit, but constant and uniform combination, not to raise

 the wages of labour above their actual rate.... Masters too sometimes enter into
 particular combinations to sink the wages of labour even below this rate'. {The
 Wealth of Nations, pp. 66-67).

 50 Ibid., pp. 69-80.
 51 Ibid., p. 48.
 52 C.B. MacPherson's introduction to a Penguin edition of Hobbes' Leviathan,

 London, 1968.

 53 John Locke, An Essay on Government, available in numerous editions, including in
 ebooks. The key sections here would be between paragraph 1 and 50.

 54 Adam Smith, The Theory of Moral Sentiments, New York, 2000, pp. 3-9.
 55 Ibid., p. 119.
 56 Ibid., p. 124-25.
 57 Ibid., p. 127.
 58 Cited in Lucio Colletti, From Rousseau to Lenin: Studies in Ideology and Society,

 Delhi, 1978, p. 156.
 59 Immanuel Kant, 'Idea for a Universal History with Cosmopolitan Intent', in Allen

 W. Wood (editor), Basic Writings of Kant, New York, 2001, p. 119.
 60 Ibid., p. 122.
 61 Ibid., p. 119.
 62 Ibid., p. 126-27.
 63 Kant, 'Critique of Practical Reason', in Allen W. Wood (editor), Basic Writings of

 Kant, p. 238.

 64 Kant, 'Concerning the Common Saying: This May be True in Theory but Does not
 Apply to Practice', ibid., p. 420.

 65 Kant, 'To Eternal Peace', ibid., p. 440.
 66 Ibid., p 454-55.
 67 Ibid., p. 424, emphases in original.
 68 G.W.F. Hegel, The Philosophy of Right, New York 2005, p. 18.
 69 Ibid., p. 39.
 70 Ibid., p. 136.
 71 Ibid., p. 96
 72 Gareth Stedman Jones, 'Hegel and the economics of civil society', in Sudipta

 Kaviraj and Sunil Khilnani (editors), Civil Society:hmj, History and Possibilities,
 Cambridge 2001.

 73 Karl Marx, 'The Jewish Question', in Lucio Colletti (ed.), Early Writings, London,
 1977, p. 220.

 74 Marx, 'Critique of Hegel's Doctrine of the State', in Lucio Colletti (ed.), Early
 Writings, p. 117.

 75 The Philosophy of Right, op. cit., pp 178-180.

 76 Marx, 'Critique of Hegel's Doctrine of the State', Early Writings, p. 148.
 77 Ibid., p. 146.
 78 Antonio Gramsci, Selections from the Prison Notebooks, Quentin Hoare and

 Geoffrey Nowell Smith (ed.), Hyderabad, 1996, p. 201.
 79 Ibid., p. 235.
 80 Ibid., pp. 262-63.
 81 Jurgen Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere, Cambridge,

 1992, p. 73-74.
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 82 Ibid., pp. 85-86.
 83 Ibid., p. 124.
 84 Ibid., p. 168ff.
 85 Ibid., p. 22.
 86 Ibid.

 87 E.J. Hobsbawm, The Age of Capital, London, 1975, p. 127.
 88 Hobsbawm, The Age of Empire, London, 1987, pp. 160-61.
 89 John Keegan (editor), The Book of War, London, 1999, p. xvi. This right-wing his

 torian who specialises in the glories of European military campaigns, has to ration
 alise the genocide of the native Americans as a necessity forced upon the humane
 and altruistic legions of the European colonisation project. It was on account of
 the native American dedication to the 'warrior ideal', which went beyond rational
 ity, that 'Europeans found only one recourse to assert their dominance, which was

 oppression to the point of extermination'. The newer vogue among imperial apolo
 gists though is to report the events without serious moral qualm or comment. As
 with Niall Ferguson who with little emotion reports the settlers of the US frontier
 inferring that 'God' was on their side in having endowed them with better arms and

 having visited the plague of smallpox on the native Americans. See, Empire, How
 Britain Made the Modern World, London, 2003, p. 66.

 90 Hobsbawm, Nations and Nationalism since 1780, Programme, Myth, Reality, p. 327.
 91 Ibid., p. 161.
 92 Hobsbawm, The Age of Extremes, The Short Twentieth Century, 1914-1991,

 London, 1994, p. 22.
 93 Jean-Paul Sartre, Colonialism and Neo-Colonialism, London, 2001, pp. 30-31.
 94 Ibid., p. 47.
 95 Hobsbawm, The Age of Extremes, London, 1994, p. 161.
 96 Ibid., p. 162.
 97 See the entry under 'Welfare State' in Joel Krieger (editor in chief), Oxford

 Companion to the Politics of the World, Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1993.
 98 Much of this sequence of events, is sketched out in the report of the South

 Commission, set up under the initiative of the former president of Tanzania, Julius
 Nyerere. See The Challenge to the South, South Commission, Geneva, 1991.

 Sukumar Muralidharan is a journalist based in New Delhi.
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